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The Doctrine of Discovery (“Discovery” or “the Doctrine”) is an international law principle under which European countries, colonists, and settlers made legal claims against the lands, assets, and human rights of indigenous peoples all over the world in the fifteenth through twentieth centuries. In essence, the Doctrine provided that newly-arrived Europeans automatically acquired property rights in land and sovereign, political, and commercial powers over indigenous peoples without their knowledge or consent. When Europeans planted their flags and religious symbols in “newly discovered” lands, they were using the well-recognized legal procedures and rituals of the Doctrine of Discovery to demonstrate their country’s legal claim to indigenous lands and peoples. This doctrine was created and justified by feudal, religious, racial, and ethnocentric ideas, all premised on the belief of European and Christian superiority over other cultures, religions, and races of the world.

The Spanish and Chilean governments—in their colonial dealings with the indigenous inhabitants of the areas comprising present-day Chile—also used elements of the Doctrine. The modern-day government of Chile continues to enforce various aspects of this legal principle against indigenous peoples today. However, Chile is not the only country to still utilize this legal doctrine. Discovery remains a part of international law and is still applied by the United States, New Zea-


land, Canada, Australia, and other nations. For example, China, in 2010, and Russia, in 2007, invoked the Doctrine when they planted their flags on the floors of the South China Sea and the Arctic Ocean to claim sovereignty over these areas and the assets under the sea beds. Canada and Denmark have each planted flags on an island off the west coast of Greenland, claiming authority over the island. Discovery is, allegedly, a part of contemporary international law, and it creates an inchoate title to a territory that must be perfected by its effective occupation. The Doctrine has been featured prominently in the international news since at least 2008, as various activists and religious denominations are challenging the validity of Discovery. They are bringing the debate to the forefront, and to the United Nations, and they are working to repeal the Doctrine. Already, one of the Doctrine’s elements has been drastically limited since 1975. Specifically, the territories inhabited by indigenous peoples who possess a measure of social and political organization cannot be considered terra nullius—void or empty—even if the people who lived there were nomadic.

This Article represents our initial examination of Chilean law and history for evidence of the use of Discovery in the colonization of the lands now called Chile. We are certain that we have so far found only a tiny portion of all the evidence that details the application of the Doctrine in Chile from Spanish times to the present day. Our analysis also takes into account the principle of intertemporal law—that territorial titles must be judged from the perspective of the international


law in force at the time they were asserted. We hope that our effort will add to the work that has already been completed, and to that which is currently under way, to erase the Doctrine from international and national laws and to help reverse some of its pernicious effects on indigenous peoples.

In Part II, we describe what the Doctrine of Discovery is, how it was developed in Europe, and how it was applied by Spain in the New World. Part III examines Chilean history and law to investigate whether Spanish and Chilean governments applied the Doctrine to the indigenous peoples that inhabited that region. We conclude in Part IV that Chile, just as all colonizing settler countries, must first recognize their use of the feudal, ethnocentric, racial, and religiously inspired international law of Discovery against indigenous peoples. Any attempt to redress past wrongs, and to create a more positive and equal future for all Chileans, must begin with recognition of this truth. From there, serious efforts should be made to eradicate the vestiges of Discovery from Chilean law and culture.

II. THE DOCTRINE OF DISCOVERY

In 1823, the United States Supreme Court held in Johnson v. M’Intosh that the Doctrine of Discovery was an established legal principle of English and American colonial law and had also become the law of the United States. In this influential case, the Court defined Discovery to mean that when European nations first discovered new lands, the discovering country automatically gained sovereign and property rights in the lands, even though indigenous peoples were already occupying and using them. The property right thus acquired was defined as being a future right, as a type of limited fee simple right—an exclusive title held by the discovering European
country that was subject, however, to the indigenous peoples’ use and
occupancy rights. In addition, the discovering country also gained a
limited form of sovereign power over the native peoples and their gov-
ernments, which restricted the indigenous peoples’ international polit-
ical, commercial, and diplomatic rights. Because this transfer of
rights automatically occurred upon first discovery, it was accom-
plished without the knowledge or the consent of the native peoples.

In Johnson, the U.S. Supreme Court made the meaning of the Doc-
trine crystal clear: “[D]iscovery gave title to the government by whose
subjects, or by whose authority, it was made, against all other Euro-
pean governments, which title might be consummated by posses-
sion.” Hence, a discovering European country gained exclusive
property rights that were supposed to be respected by other European
countries. Accordingly, the European discoverer gained real property
rights to indigenous lands merely by walking ashore and planting a
flag in the soil. Indigenous rights, however, “were, in no instance, en-
tirely disregarded; but were necessarily, to a considerable extent, im-
paired.” This happened because while the Doctrine recognized that
natives still held some sovereign powers and a legal right to possess
their lands and to occupy and use them for as long as they wished,
their rights to sell their lands to whomever they wished and for
whatever price they could negotiate was destroyed: “[T]heir rights to
complete sovereignty, as independent nations, were necessarily dimin-
ished, and their power to dispose of the soil at their own will, to whom-
soever they pleased, was denied by the original fundamental principle,
that discovery gave exclusive title to those who made it.” As defined
then by Europeans and the Doctrine, the discovering European nation
gained a right of “preemption;” that is, it gained the right to preclude
other nations from buying the indigenous lands “found” by the first
European discoverer.

The first discoverer could even grant future interests in the lands
of native peoples to others while the lands were still in the possession
and use of the indigenous peoples. Obviously, Discovery diminished
the economic value of native lands and greatly benefited the discover-

15. See Johnson, 21 U.S. at 573–74, 584, 588, 592, 603; see also Fletcher v. Peck, 10
U.S. (6 Cranch) 87, 139–44 (1810) (explaining that a state’s fee title could co-exist
with Indian use and possession); Meigs v. McClung’s Lessee, 13 U.S. (9 Cranch)
11, 16–18 (1815) (describing a situation where a grant of land was made prior to
the formal extinguishing of Indian title).
17. See id. at 573–74.
18. Id. at 573; accord id. at 574, 584, 588, 603; see also id. at 592 (“The absolute
ultimate title has been considered as acquired by discovery . . . ”).
19. Id. at 574.
20. Id.
21. Id. at 573, 592 (discussing the exclusive right to acquire Indian lands); id. at 574,
579 (explaining the right to transfer fee title of Indian lands while still in Indian
ing countries and settlers. Consequently, indigenous real property rights and values were adversely affected immediately and automatically upon the discovery of their lands by outsiders. Moreover, native sovereign powers were greatly affected by the Doctrine, because their national sovereignty and independence were limited by Discovery: native nations’ diplomatic, commercial, and political dealings were supposed to be restricted solely to their discovering European country.

The political and economic aspects of this international law were developed to serve the interests of Europeans. The Doctrine was motivated by greed and the economic and political interests of European countries who agreed, to some extent, to share the spoils to be gained in non-European lands. While Europeans often disagreed over the exact definitions of the Doctrine, and sometimes even fought over discoveries, one thing they did not disagree about was that indigenous peoples lost significant property and governmental rights immediately upon European discovery. As one American professor has phrased it: “The Doctrine of Discovery was nothing more than the reflection of a set of Eurocentric racist beliefs elevated to the status of a universal principle—one culture’s argument to support its conquest and colonization of a newly discovered, alien world.”

Adding to the above discussion describing the basic parameters of Discovery, we see the Doctrine as being comprised of ten distinct elements. We set forth these integral elements here so the reader can more clearly follow their development as parts of the Doctrine and can observe their application in European and Chilean law and history.

1. First discovery. The first European country to discover lands unknown to other Europeans gained property and sovereign rights over the lands and native peoples. First discovery alone, however, without permanent physical possession, was most often considered to have created only an incomplete title.

possession); see also Fletcher v. Peck, 10 U.S. (6 Cranch) 87, 139–44 (1810) (explaining that a fee title could co-exist with Indian use and possession).


23. Johnson, 21 U.S. at 574 (“[T]heir rights to complete sovereignty, as independent nations, were necessarily diminished . . . .”); see also id. at 584–85, 587–88 (stating that the British and American governments “asserted a title to all the lands occupied by Indians . . . [and] asserted also a limited sovereignty over them”); Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, 30 U.S. (5 Pet.) 1, 17–18 (1831) (stating that an attempt by another country to “form a political connexion [sic] with [American Indian tribes], would be considered by all as an invasion of our territory, and an act of hostility”).

24. Williams, supra note 4, at 326.

25. Miller, Native America, supra note 1, at 3–5.
Actual occupancy and current possession. To turn a first discovery into a complete title, a European country had to actually occupy and possess the newly found lands. This was usually done by building forts or settlements. This physical possession had to be accomplished within a reasonable amount of time after the first discovery to create a complete title.

Preemption/European title. Discovering European countries gained the power of preemption, that is, the sole right to buy the land from the indigenous peoples. This is a valuable property right similar to an exclusive option to purchase land. The government that owned the preemption right could prevent or preempt any other European government or individual from buying the land from the native owners.

Native title. After a first discovery, indigenous peoples and nations were considered by European legal systems to have lost their full property rights and the full ownership of their lands. They only retained the rights to occupy and use their lands. Nevertheless, these rights could last forever if they never consented to sell to the European country that held the preemption power. If they did choose to sell, they could only sell to the government that held the preemption right.

Limited sovereign and commercial rights. After first discovery, indigenous nations and peoples were also considered to have lost some aspects of their inherent sovereign powers and their rights to international trade and diplomatic relations. Thereafter, they were only supposed to deal with the European government that had first discovered them.

Contiguity. This element provided that Europeans had a claim to a significant amount of land contiguous to and surrounding their actual discoveries and settlements in the New World. Contiguity became very important when different European countries had settlements somewhat close together. In that situation, each country was deemed to hold rights over the unoccupied lands between their settlements to a point half way between the settlements. Moreover, contiguity held that the discovery of the mouth of a river gave the discovering country a claim over all the lands drained by that river, even if that was thousands of miles of territory.

Terra nullius. This phrase literally means a land or earth that is void or empty. This element stated that if lands were not possessed or occupied by any person or nation, or even if they were occupied but were not being used in a fashion that European legal systems ap-

proved, then the lands were considered to be “empty” and available for Discovery claims. Europeans liberally applied this element and often considered lands that were actually owned, occupied, and being used by indigenous peoples to be vacant and available for Discovery claims if they were not being used according to European laws and cultural mores.

8. Christianity. Religion was a significant aspect of the Doctrine of Discovery. Under Discovery, non-Christian peoples were not deemed to have the same rights to land, sovereignty, and self-determination as Christians.

9. Civilization. The European ideals of civilization were important parts of Discovery and of creating ideas of superiority over indigenous peoples. Europeans thought that God had directed them to bring civilized ways, education, and religion to natives, and to exercise paternalistic and guardian-type powers over them.

10. Conquest. This element means that Europeans could acquire native titles by military victories in just wars. However, conquest was also used as a term of art under Discovery to describe the property rights Europeans claimed to have gained automatically over indigenous nations just by showing up and making a first discovery.

A. European and Church Formulation of the Doctrine

The Doctrine of Discovery is one of the earliest examples of classical international law—that is, the accepted legal norms and principles that control conduct between different states. The Doctrine was developed to regulate European countries’ actions and conflicts over exploration, trade, and colonization of non-European countries and was used to justify the domination of non-Christian, non-European peoples.27 The Doctrine was developed in Europe over several centuries primarily by the Catholic Church, Spain, Portugal, England, and the other colonial powers.28 There were two bases for the Doctrine: (1) the alleged authority of the Christian God and (2) the ethnocentric idea that Europeans had the power and the justification to claim the lands

27. Johnson, 21 U.S. at 572–73; Williams, supra note 4, at 7–8, 325–28; see also Antonio Truyol y Serra, The Discovery of the New World and International Law, 3 Toledo L. Rev. 305, 308 (1971) (arguing that the discovery of the New World confronted Europeans “with the problem of the law of colonization, and from this point of view it finally became necessary to pose the problem of the law of nations in a global perspective”).

and rights of indigenous peoples around the world and to exercise dominion over them.\textsuperscript{29}

Scholars have traced the expansion of European rule and culture, and especially the Doctrine, to early medieval times, and in particular to the Crusades to recover the Holy Lands during the years 1096–1271.\textsuperscript{30} In addition to other justifications for the Crusades, the Church and various popes established the idea of a universal papal jurisdiction, which “vested a legal responsibility in the [P]ope to realize the vision of the universal Christian commonwealth.”\textsuperscript{31} This papal responsibility, along with the idea of a “just war,” offered support for Christian-led “holy wars” against infidels and was especially apparent in the Crusades.\textsuperscript{32}

In 1240, Pope Innocent IV, a canon lawyer, wrote a legal commentary on the rights of non-Christian peoples. His work influenced both the development of the Discovery Doctrine and the writings of Francisco de Vitoria and Hugo Grotius, famous sixteenth and seventeenth century legal theorists.\textsuperscript{33} In his commentary on a papal decree from 1209, Pope Innocent IV asked whether it was “licit to invade a land that infidels possess or which belongs to them?”\textsuperscript{34} Innocent ultimately answered “yes,” because such invasions were “just” wars, fought for the “defense” of Christians and for the re-conquest of Christian lands.\textsuperscript{35} In answering this question, Innocent focused on the authority of Christians to legitimately dispossess pagans of their domin-
ium—their sovereignty, lordship, and property rights.\textsuperscript{36} He conceded that pagans had some natural law rights and that Christians had to recognize the right of infidels to own property and govern themselves.\textsuperscript{37} Yet, he also held that the non-Christian’s natural law rights were qualified by the papacy’s divine mandate.\textsuperscript{38} Because the Pope was entrusted with the spiritual health of all humans, the Pope also had a voice in the secular affairs of all humans.\textsuperscript{39} Of course, a “pope can order infidels to admit preachers of the Gospel . . . [and if they do not] they sin and so they ought to be punished . . . and war may be declared against them by the Pope and not by anyone else.”\textsuperscript{40} Consequently, the Pope was duty-bound to intervene in the secular affairs of infidels if they violated natural law, as defined by Europeans, or if they prevented the preaching of the gospel.\textsuperscript{41}

In discussing the invasion of non-Christian countries to “defend” the faith, Pope Innocent IV borrowed from the writings of Saint Augustine, a fifth century scholar, and from earlier popes.\textsuperscript{42} Augustine had written that it was proper for Christians to re-conquer lands which had been seized by infidels.\textsuperscript{43} In addition, he claimed that Christians had the right to invade nations which practiced cannibalism, sodomy, idolatry, and human sacrifice, reasoning that such wars were a defense of Christianity, to “acquire peace,” and thus, were “works of justice.”\textsuperscript{44}

Pope Innocent IV also found support for holy wars in papal actions nearly two centuries earlier. Immediately preceding the official start of the Crusades, Archdeacon Hildebrand—later Pope Gregory VII, 1073–1085—negotiated a papal treaty with a French Count to fight a holy war against the Muslims in Spain.\textsuperscript{45} He also gave William of Normandy a papal banner authorizing the conquest of England in

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{36} Id. at 13 & n.4; see also PAGDEN, supra note 4, at 28 (arguing that Christian claims to universal dominium required transferring the definition of “human” to a specific political entity which could have only one ruler); BURNS, supra note 30, at 97–100 & n.5, 160–62 (discussing the idea of a single monarchical system embracing the entirety of Christendom).
  \item \textsuperscript{37} SILVIO ZAVALA, \textit{The Political Philosophy of the Conquest of America} 26 (Teener Hall trans., 1953); WILLIAMS, supra note 4, at 13–14, 45, 49.
  \item \textsuperscript{38} ZAVALA, supra note 37, at 26; WILLIAMS, supra note 4, at 13, 45.
  \item \textsuperscript{39} WILLIAMS, supra note 4, at 13–17, 45–47.
  \item \textsuperscript{40} Innocent IV, supra note 34; see also EXPANSION OF EUROPE, supra note 28, at 186.
  \item \textsuperscript{41} WILLIAMS, supra note 4, at 46–47, 66. Williams also states that pagan nations which denied the Christian God and the authority of the Pope “were denied any legitimacy,” and “[their property and lordship could rightfully be confiscated by Crusading Christian armies.” Id. at 49.
  \item \textsuperscript{42} ERDMANN, supra note 28, at 8–11. \textit{See generally} John Mark Mattox, Saint Augustine and the Theory of Just War (2006).
  \item \textsuperscript{43} Mattox, supra note 41, at 46–51, 60, 74; WILLIAMS, supra note 4, at 44.
  \item \textsuperscript{44} De Civitae Dei XIX, 13, quoted in PAGDEN, supra note 4, at 98; \textit{see also} WILLIAMS, supra note 4, at 14.
  \item \textsuperscript{45} WILLIAMS, supra note 4, at 31; ERDMANN, supra note 28, at 155–56.
\end{itemize}
1066. Moreover, Pope Urban II, 1088–1099, granted Spanish crusaders the same papal indulgences that were granted for making pilgrimages to Jerusalem. Urban thereafter issued the first call for crusades to the holy lands in 1095, and he continued to link crusades with pilgrimages by granting indulgences for crusaders, just as he had done for participants in the holy war with the Moors.

The development of Discovery progressed most significantly in the early 1400s through a controversy between Poland and the Teutonic Knights over non-Christian Lithuania. The Knights were an infamous, crusading, priestly order, who believed Christians could attack pagans at will and deprive them of their property and lordship. The sources of this power were the papal bulls that had been directed at the Holy Lands. This controversy again raised the question of whether the lands and rights of non-Christians could be seized under papal sanction on the basis that infidels lacked lawful dominium, sovereignty and property rights.

The Council of Constance was called in 1414 to settle three major disputes, including the Knights’ claim to Lithuania. The Knights argued (1) that their territorial and jurisdictional claims could be traced to papal bulls from the Crusading era, which had authorized the complete confiscation of the property and sovereignty of non-Christians; and (2) that infidels lacked dominium and therefore were subject to Christian control. Poland’s position, however, was the same as Pope Innocent IV in 1240: infidels possessed the same natural law rights as Christians, and, therefore, their lands could only be invaded to punish violations of natural law and to facilitate the preaching of the gospel. The Council accepted Poland’s argument. Future crusades, discoveries, and conquests of heathens would have to proceed in accordance with the emerging legal standards of European Christianity.

46. WILLIAMS, supra note 4, at 31; ERDMANN, supra note 28, at 154–55.
47. WILLIAMS, supra note 4, at 32–34; ERDMANN, supra note 28, at 331–32; BRUN-DAGE, supra note 30, at 30–38.
49. WILLIAMS, supra note 4, at 59–60; EXPANSION OF EUROPE, supra note 28, at 105–07.
50. WILLIAMS, supra note 4, at 60–64; EXPANSION OF EUROPE, supra note 28, at 105–07.
51. WILLIAMS, supra note 4, at 60–64; EXPANSION OF EUROPE, supra note 28, at 105–07.
52. WILLIAMS, supra note 4, at 60.
53. Id. at 62–65; MULDOON, supra note 28, at 109–19.
54. EXPANSION OF EUROPE, supra note 28, at 187; Paulus Vladimiri, Opinio Hostiensis, in HERMANNUS VON DER HARDT, MAGNUM OECUMENICUM CONSTANTIENSE CONCILIIUM (Frankfurt & Leipzig eds., 1696–1724), reprinted in EXPANSION OF EUROPE, supra note 28, at 203–05; WILLIAMS, supra note 4, at 64–65.
55. WILLIAMS, supra note 4, at 65–66; MULDOON, supra note 28, at 119.
These standards supported the idea that pagans had natural rights, but that they also had to comply with European concepts of natural law or risk being conquered. Thus, the Council of Constance formally defined the Doctrine of Discovery. The Church, and secular Christian princes, had to respect the natural-law rights of pagans to own property and to govern themselves, but not if they strayed too far from European normative views.

After this brief overview of the development of the Discovery Doctrine by the Church up to the early 1400s, we now examine the specific application and interpretations of Discovery by various European countries in the New World.

B. Spanish and Portuguese Development of the Doctrine

In the mid-1300s to the early-1400s, Spain and Portugal clashed over exploration and trade issues in the eastern Atlantic island groups. Portugal had apparently first discovered and claimed the Canary Islands in 1341 and thereafter claimed the Azores, Cape Verdes, and Madeiras. Some of the Canary Island natives had even converted to Christianity. However, Spanish competition and fighting led to attacks on Canary Islanders and even against converted Christians. The Church became involved and, ultimately, Pope Eugenius IV issued a papal bull in 1434 which banned all Europeans from the Canary Islands to protect both the converted and Infidel Canary Islanders. King Duarte of Portugal appealed to the Pope regarding the ban on colonizing the Canaries, arguing that Portugal’s explorations and conquests were on behalf of Christianity. The con-


58. See Letter from King Duarte I of Portugal to Pope Eugenius IV, in Expansion of Europe, supra note 28, at 54–56.

59. Id.

60. Id. at 54–56; Expansion of Europe, supra note 28, at 48; Muldoon, supra note 28, at 119–21 (citation omitted).

61. Letter from King Duarte I of Portugal to Pope Eugenius IV, in Expansion of Europe, supra note 28, at 54–56; Williams, supra note 4, at 69.
version of the “wild men” was justified, according to Duarte, because they allegedly did not have a common religion or laws, lacked normal social intercourse, money, metal, writing, housing, clothing, and because they lived like animals. Duarte claimed that the Canary converts to Christianity had made themselves subjects of Portugal and had now received the benefits of civil laws and organized society. In fact, Duarte argued that the Pope’s ban was interfering with the advancement of civilization and Christianity, because Duarte claimed he had commenced his “conquest of the islands, more indeed for the salvation of the souls of the pagans of the islands than for his own personal gain, for there was nothing for him to gain.”

The King continued to appeal to the Pope to give Portugal the islands based on the Church’s guardianship duty to infidels. Duarte’s lawyers based their legal argument for Portugal’s control of the Canary Islands on the analysis of Pope Innocent IV from 1240. The attorneys argued that Portugal only wanted to exercise a trust and guardian relationship with the Islanders and to protect them from other Europeans who would not be as caring as the Portuguese. However, they also explained to Pope Eugenius that the Canary Islanders would not allow Christian missionaries into their lands, which justified the waging of just war and the exercise of whatever military force was necessary to protect and facilitate missionary activities. The lawyers also told the Pope that it was within his guardianship duties and powers to commission a Christian prince to punish and civilize the Islanders. The Pope then consulted at least two canon lawyers on the issue, and those lawyers—also relying on Pope Innocent IV’s commentary—concluded that the Canary Island Infidels had dominium under the Roman international law of nations (jus gentium) but that the Papacy maintained a legal form of indirect jurisdiction over their secular actions. The canon lawyers agreed that a pope had the authority to deprive infidels of their property and lordship if they failed to admit Christian missionaries or violated natural law.

This dialogue led to a refinement of the Doctrine of Discovery. This new argument for European and Christian domination was based on Portugal’s rights of discovery and conquest that stemmed from the al-

---

62. Letter from King Duarte I of Portugal to Pope Eugenius IV, in Expansion of Europe, supra note 28, at 54.
63. Id. at 55; Williams, supra note 4, at 69.
64. Letter from King Duarte I of Portugal to Pope Eugenius IV, in Expansion of Europe, supra note 28, at 55.
65. Id. at 56.
66. Williams, supra note 4, at 70.
67. Id.
68. Id. at 71.
69. Id. at 70–72.
70. Id. at 71–72; Muldoon, supra note 28, at 126–28.
ledged need to protect indigenous peoples from the oppression of others and to lead them to conversion under papal guidance. The Pope could hardly disagree, and he issued the papal bull *Romanus Pontifex*, which authorized Portugal to convert the Canary Island natives and to control the islands on behalf of the Pope.71 This bull was reissued several times by subsequent popes in the fifteenth century, and each time it significantly extended Portugal’s jurisdiction and geographical rights in Africa.72 For example, in 1455, Pope Nicholas V granted Portugal title to lands in Africa that were already “acquired and that shall hereafter come to be acquired” and authorized Portugal “to invade, search out, capture, vanquish, and subdue all Saracens and pagans” and to place them into perpetual slavery and seize all their property.73 These bulls epitomized the meaning of Discovery at that time because they recognized the Pope’s “paternal interest” in bringing all humankind “into the one fold of the Lord,” while at the same time authorizing Portugal’s conversion work and recognizing Portugal’s title and sovereignty over the lands “which ha[d] already been acquired and which shall be acquired in the future.”74

Under these bulls and the threat of excommunication for violating Portugal’s rights, Catholic Spain had to look elsewhere for exploration and conquest. Consequently, Christopher Columbus’s idea of a westward passage to the Indies must have struck a chord with King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella. After having canon lawyers and theologians study the legal and scriptural authority for such a mission, Isabella agreed to sponsor the venture, the purpose of which was “to discover and acquire certain islands and mainland,” and she agreed to make Columbus the Admiral of any lands he “may discover and acquire.”75 He then claimed that his discovery of Caribbean is-

71. *Williams, supra* note 4, at 72.

72. CHURCH AND STATE THROUGH THE CENTURIES 145–46 (Sidney Z. Ehler & John B. Morrall trans. & eds., 1967) [hereinafter CHURCH AND STATE] (explaining that “[t]he Pontiffs later confirmed the Bull *Romanus Pontifex* in several further enactments and as Portugal has possessed various colonies in Africa ever since this Bull, the effects of the Papal grant of 1455 have been operative from that time until the present day”); The Bull *Romanus Pontifex* (Jan. 8, 1455), reprinted in 1 EUROPEAN TREATIES BEARING ON THE HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES AND ITS DEPENDENCIES TO 1648, at 23 (Frances Gardiner Davenport ed. & trans., 1917) [hereinafter EUROPEAN TREATIES] (translated from the original Latin into English).

73. The Bull *Romanus Pontifex* (Jan. 8, 1455), reprinted in EUROPEAN TREATIES, *supra* note 72, at 23–24 (translated from the original Latin into English).

74. CHURCH AND STATE, *supra* note 72, at 146, 150.

lands inhabited by indigenous peoples turned those islands into the lawful possessions of Spain.\footnote{MORISON, ADMIRAL, supra note 75, at 229.}

Spain wasted no time in seeking papal ratification of its discoveries and dispatched ambassadors to the Pope to confirm Spain’s title to Columbus’ discoveries.\footnote{WILLIAMS, supra note 4, at 79.} In May 1493, Pope Alexander VI issued the papal bull \textit{Inter caetera}, ordering that the lands, which “hitherto had not been discovered by others” and were found by Columbus, now belonged to Ferdinand and Isabella along with “free power, authority, and jurisdiction of every kind.”\footnote{The Bull \textit{Inter Caetera} (May 3, 1493), reprinted in \textit{European Treaties}, supra note 72, at 62 (translated from the original Latin into English).} The Pope also granted Spain any lands it might discover in the future “provided however they at no time have been in the actual temporal possession of any Christian owner.”\footnote{Id. at 62–63; see WILLIAMS, supra note 4, at 79–80.} In addition, since Columbus had reported that the native peoples were well disposed to embrace the Christian faith, the Pope exercised his universal guardianship authority and placed these indigenous peoples under the tutelage and guardianship of Spain.\footnote{MORISON, ADMIRAL, supra note 75, at 97–98.}

Spain and Portugal, however, both became concerned about their possibly conflicting papal bulls.\footnote{Williams, supra note 4, at 80; MORISON, THE EUROPEAN DISCOVERY, supra note 75, at 97–98.} Therefore, Spain requested another bull that would clearly delineate its ownership of the lands that Columbus had discovered and might discover in the New World. Alexander VI then issued papal bull \textit{Inter caetera II}, drawing a line of demarcation from the north pole to the south pole, 100 leagues west of the Azore Islands, and granted Spain title, under the authority of God, to all the lands “discovered and to be discovered” west of that line, and granted jurisdiction over any indigenous peoples.\footnote{Bull “\textit{Inter caetera Divinae}” of Pope Alexander VI dividing the New Continents and granting America to Spain (May 4, 1493), reprinted in \textit{Church and State}, supra note 72, at 157 [hereinafter Bull \textit{Inter caetera Divinae}] (translated from the original Latin into English); see MORISON, ADMIRAL, supra note 75, at 368–73.} This bull also assigned to Spain “the holy and praiseworthy” work of conversion so that it would contribute to “the spread of the Christian rule.”\footnote{Bull \textit{Inter Caetera} (May 4, 1493), reprinted in \textit{The Spanish Tradition}, supra note 56, at 36–37.} However, in 1494, Spain and Portugal signed the Treaty of Tordesillas and moved the papally-drawn demarcation line further west, 370 leagues west of the Cape Verde Islands, to give Portugal part of the New
World. In 1523–29, as both countries tried to establish Discovery claims in the Pacific Ocean, they engaged in further negotiations and extended the Atlantic demarcation line of the 1494 Tordesillas treaty around the globe, into the Pacific, via the Treaty of Saragossa. Consequently, under then-existing Church, Portuguese, and Spanish-defined canon and international law, along with the Church’s interest in expanding Christendom and Spanish and Portuguese economic and political interests, the Doctrine of Discovery had solidified in 1493 to stand for four points. First, the Church had the authority to grant Christian kings some form of title and ownership over the lands of infidels. Second, European exploration and colonization were designed to assist the papacy in carrying out its guardianship duties over all the earthly flock, including infidels. Third, Spain and Portugal held exclusive rights with regard to other European countries to explore and colonize the other parts of the world. Fourth, mere discovery of new lands by Spain or Portugal in their respective spheres of influence and their subsequent acts of symbolic possession on these lands were sufficient to establish ownership rights. The Portuguese, for example, erected stone crosses all along the coast of
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West Africa to symbolize their possession, and Columbus did the same “with appropriate words and ceremony” on the Caribbean islands he found.90 Thus, the law of Discovery, as it applied between Europeans, was well settled by the Church, Portugal, and Spain by the late 1400s.

1. Spain takes Discovery to the New World

Columbus then proceeded to apply this law and Spanish Discovery rights in the New World. He of course performed Discovery ceremonies of possession on the lands he encountered and declared them to be the lawful possessions and property of Spain.91 In 1493, Columbus aggressively commenced Spanish colonization and commercial activities on the island of Hispaniola.92 The food supply, however, was soon exhausted, and gold was not as abundant as anticipated.93 Columbus and the Spanish colonizers then began putting extreme pressure on Indians to deliver gold, and this led to a breakdown in relations.94 In fact, in 1495, Columbus violently suppressed a native revolt, sold one third of 1500 captive Indians into slavery in Spain, and created a coerced labor program for mining purposes.95 He also established a feudally inspired tribute system for tribal leaders, or caciques, and any of an island in the Philippines, based on Spain’s first discovery, without actual occupation, created only an inchoate title).

England, France, and Holland, however, usually insisted on current occupation and possession of lands before they accepted another country’s claim of ownership. When the opposite served their interests, though, they occasionally claimed lands based only on first discovery and symbolic possession via Discovery rituals. Pagden, supra note 4, at 81–82 (referencing a French explorer’s claim to Tahiti in 1768 by first discovery and symbolic possession); Heydte, supra, at 460–61 (quoting King George III’s instructions to Captain Cook: “If you find the country uninhabited, take possession of it for His Majesty by setting up proper marks and inscriptions as first discoverers and possessors.”); id. at 460 (explaining that in 1642 Holland ordered an explorer to take possession of lands by hanging posts and plates “and declar[ing] an intention . . . to establish a colony”); Fred Anderson, Crucible of War: The Seven Years’ War and the Fate of Empire in British North America 1754–1766, at 25–26 (2000) (commenting that France sent an expedition throughout the Ohio valley in North America in 1749 to renew its 1643 Discovery claim, and the expedition “buried small lead plates . . . ‘as a monument’ . . . ‘of the renewal of possession’”) (internal citation omitted).
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91. Morison, Admiral, supra note 75, at 229; Morison, The European Discovery, supra note 75, at 63, 151. Interestingly, although Columbus thought the native Tainos were uncivilized and differed from Europeans, he did note that they cultivated corn, yams, and other roots, made cassava bread from yucca, and were skilled at pottery and cotton weaving. Morison, The European Discovery, supra note 75, at 66, 70; Morison, Admiral, supra note 75, at 232.
93. Williams, supra note 4, at 82.
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95. Morison, The European Discovery, supra note 75 at 135–36.
who did not pay were jailed. In 1499, a significant gold strike occurred on the island and large-scale pit mining commenced, so Columbus expanded the system of forced labor by “commending” groups of Indians to Spanish mine owners. As a result of Columbus’ actions, “[t]housands of Indians died in resistance or in the mines.”

When Queen Isabella learned of these events she was incensed at Columbus for making Indians slaves when they were her subjects and had been entrusted to her care by the Pope. Columbus’ governorship was terminated in 1500, and the Queen appointed a new governor, Nicolas de Ovando, with a mandate to end Indian enslavement and to indoctrinate the Indians into Catholicism. Yet, ironically, the Crown also ordered him, in 1501, to utilize a system of forced labor against the natives “to mine gold and to carry out the other works which we have ordered.” Even more sinister, the Crown issued a secret instruction to Ovando to force Indians to move to newly created Indian towns near the mines to increase gold production and to grow food and erect buildings for the Spanish; Ovando was authorized to “persuade” the Indians to do these tasks by force, if necessary. This system was called the encomienda, which means “to commend,” and as Columbus had done, groups of Indians were commended to various Spaniards as forced laborers. The attorneys who drafted the royal decree, a cédula, which formally instituted the encomienda system, justified the enslavement of the natives by citing the papal bulls. They said that Christianity and civilization could only be forced on the natives by denying them their freedom and taking their labor. One of the royal orders signed by King Ferdinand stated: “Because of the excessive liberty the Indians have been permitted, they flee from Christians and do not work. Therefore they are to be compelled to work, so that the kingdom and the Spaniards may be enriched, and the Indians Christianized.” Moreover, the King’s official priest
blamed the Indians for their enslavement and said their greatest vice was idleness and that the King had to “curb their vicious inclinations and compel them to industry.”\textsuperscript{107} Another royal preacher argued that Indians had to be enslaved in order to be saved. In coming to that conclusion, he applied Aristotle’s reasoning: some peoples are natural slaves because they are, as he said, a lower class of people set out by nature to be slaves.\textsuperscript{108}

The encomienda system was quickly established throughout the Spanish New World.\textsuperscript{109} Usually a group or village of Indians would be commended to an individual Spaniard.\textsuperscript{110} In an almost feudal-type arrangement, in return for the Indian slave laborers, the encomendero undertook legal obligations of military service to the Crown, was given jurisdiction and lordship over the Indians, and was required to protect them and instruct them in the Christian religion.\textsuperscript{111} Native villages that were not assigned to an individual were supposed to be managed by royal officials.\textsuperscript{112} Yet, the system was not a success, on Hispaniola or elsewhere, because the supply of Indians for slaves always dropped precipitously. For example, it is estimated that the population of Hispaniola dropped from 250,000 Indians to around 15,000 in the first two decades of Spanish colonization.\textsuperscript{113} Similar declines in native populations and outrageous depravations against natives, including royally licensed slaving expeditions, followed the Spanish many places in the early sixteenth century.\textsuperscript{114}
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\textsuperscript{111} HANKE, supra note 97, at 19; PAGDEN, supra note 4, at 91–92; SIMPSON, supra note 96, at viii–ix, xiii; THE INDIAN CAUSE IN THE SPANISH LAWS OF THE INDIES 230–31 (S. Lyman Tyler ed., 1980) [hereinafter THE INDIAN CAUSE] (translating Recopilación de Leyes de los Reinos de las Indias 1681 (“Recopilación”), Book 6, Title 9, Law 4, which required encomenderos to defend the land for the Crown, and required them to supply horses and arms). For a further discussion of the application of feudalism in New World colonization, see generally Charles Verlinden, The Transfer of Colonial Techniquest from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic, in THE BEGINNINGS OF MODERN COLONIZATION 14–17 (1970); CHARLES VERLINDEN, Medieval Influences in the Rights and Privileges of Columbus, in THE BEGINNINGS OF MODERN COLONIZATION, supra, at 196–202; CHARLES VERLINDEN, Feudal and Demesnial Forms of Portuguese Colonization in the Atlantic Zone in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries, Especially Under Henry the Navigator, in THE BEGINNINGS OF MODERN COLONIZATION, supra, at 203–40.
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Surprisingly, very few priests traveled to the New World at first. That might seem odd since conversion and the spread of Christianity were allegedly the primary justifications for Spanish conquest. However, King Ferdinand refused to allow priests in the colony until he secured concessions from the Pope for the right of full patronage—that is, the right for Ferdinand to appoint the Spanish bishops. The pope agreed to this in exchange for Ferdinand’s military and political support against France. Shortly thereafter, in 1512, the first bishop arrived on Hispaniola, and Ferdinand allowed Dominican priests to travel there starting in 1510. The Dominicans immediately protested the decimation and treatment of the natives and began questioning the legality of Spain’s conduct and ownership. The King was not pleased and ordered that the friars be shown the papal bulls and letters “by which we hold these islands” and ordered an end to their sermons against Spanish activities in the New World.

2. The Philosophical Debates in the Spanish Empire

The Dominican accounts of the colonists’ actions against the natives started a serious debate within Spanish legal and religious circles as to the legitimacy of the Crown’s authority over native peoples in the New World. This uproar led King Ferdinand to seek legal opinions on the legitimacy of the papal basis of Spain’s New World titles, even though he and Isabella—in 1504, 1505, and 1511—and Charles V in 1519—had stated that their title and rights of “conquest” were based on “apostolic authority” and papal “donation.” However, the furor caused by the Dominicans reopened the question and forced the King to convene a council of his handpicked supporters, including royal theologians and canon-law scholars. Not surpris-
ingly, this council held that Spain’s rule and the King’s actions in the New World were legal and proper.124

One of the King’s legal advisors and a member of the council, Juan López de Palacios Rubios, set out the authority for Spain’s title in the New World by relying on the writings of Pope Innocent IV. Palacios Rubios had already written the official *apologia* to justify the Crown’s recent conquest of Navarre, a province in modern-day Spain, based on papal bulls and by calling the conflict a “very holy, very just war.”125 Now, in contrast, Palacios Rubios sought to refute the idea that Spain’s title in the New World was based only on papal grants. Palacios Rubios relied wholeheartedly on Pope Innocent IV’s views that infidels possessed natural law rights, but that the Pope could withdraw them by virtue of his temporal jurisdiction to care for the infidels’ immortal souls.126 The Pope could also assign the duty to punish infidels for violations of natural law to Christian princes and even allow these princes to “enact rules of law.”127

The King’s council ultimately drafted seven basic propositions regarding Spanish conquest and colonization.128 The Council recognized the Indians’ rights to freedom and humane treatment, but it concluded that they still must be subject to “coercion” and must be kept close to the Spanish for conversion to occur.129 Thereafter, in 1512, the Laws of Burgos were promulgated using these seven propositions and required the subjugation and remediation of natives by peaceful and forceful means.130 These Laws ratified the *encomienda* system as being “in agreement with divine and human law.”131 The Laws also ordered the destruction of native villages and the relocation of Indians close to the Spanish so they could become civilized, receive religious instruction, and make the vacant Indian lands available to the Spanish.132 Indians were also relocated because the Laws required that they work for the Spanish for nine months each year and then work three months on their own farms or else work for pay for
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Spaniards. This was all done to avoid idleness and promote a Christian way of life among the Indians. A 1513 amendment to the Laws of Burgos allowed Indians who were “ready to become Christians and so civilized and educated that they will be capable of governing themselves” to live by themselves. These Laws clearly legitimated the outright confiscation of Indian assets and labor in the name of conversion, civilization, and assimilation.

The Council’s work was not done, however, because in 1513 Ferdinand also directed it to draft regulations to control future Spanish discoveries and conquests in the New World. Palacios Rubios is credited with drafting the Requerimiento that this group produced. This document was plainly intended to justify conquest. It informed indigenous peoples that they had to accept Christian missionaries and Spanish sovereignty or be subjugated. Conquistadors were required to read it to groups of natives before warfare could legally ensue. Its text informed the natives of their natural law obligation to hear the gospel, that their territory had been donated by the Pope to Spain, and that if they refused to acknowledge the Church and the Spanish king, and to admit priests, then Spain was justified in making war on them. Indigenous peoples were given a few minutes to think about these terms, but if they “maliciously” delayed or did not agree to them, then the Spanish could invade and wage just war on them. The Spanish could make them their slaves, take their goods and “do . . . all the harm and damage” that they could, for which the blame would be on the natives. Some conquistadors must have worried that natives would actually accept the terms of the Requerimiento and deny the Spanish gaining lands, riches, and glory, because they took to reading it to the forest at night, or to the shore, or
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even shouted it as a war cry during attacks, never even giving the indigenous peoples an opportunity to accept its terms.\footnote{143}

The ongoing debate over the validity of Spanish rule and continuing reports of the gruesome treatment of Indians led King Charles V to direct the drafting of more laws to control Spanish activities in the New World.\footnote{144} In 1542, the New Laws of the Indies were enacted to, among other things, gradually replace the \textit{encomienda} system, protect native peoples, and ensure that new discoveries had the prior permission of the royal government.\footnote{145} However, the New Laws caused such violent opposition and protests in the New World that they were initially ignored and later rescinded in the viceroyalties of Peru and Mexico.\footnote{146}

As part of this ongoing controversy, it should not be surprising that there was a wealth of legal and social commentary produced by Spanish authors over several centuries addressing these events and questions about the Spanish empire in the New World. These writings run the gamut of possible opinions and justifications for papal and royal authority over indigenous peoples.\footnote{147} Much of this discussion can be summed up by the canon-lawyer-jurist Fernando Vázquez de Menchaca, who stated that American natives are “our enemies, prejudicial, loathsome and dangerous,” and by the theologian Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda, who wrote that Native Americans were like the Turks and were “\textit{inculti}” and “\textit{inhumani}.”\footnote{148}

Into this debate stepped two commentators who are worthy of specific mention, if only for how widely known they have become. In 1518, the Dominican friar Bartolomé de las Casas was appointed by the Crown as the Indian protector in the New World.\footnote{149} He was au-
Authorized by royal order, for example, to establish villages of free Indians as an experiment to see if they would learn civilization more quickly than by slavery and death.\footnote{150} Las Casas argued that, in order for Native Americans to be ruled by Spain, they must first have voluntarily surrendered their natural legislative authority to Spain, because under Roman law the Crown did not have the inherent authority to parcel out the natives and their lands.\footnote{151} However, despite being an ardent supporter of the rights of native peoples and having documented the terrible conditions they were subjected to in the New World, Las Casas never doubted the legitimacy of the Spanish occupation—in fact, he accepted the authority of the papal bulls, the Spanish Emperor’s claim to universal sovereignty, and the bulls’ status as charters of evangelization.\footnote{152} He also believed that the natives voluntarily wanted to be vassals of the Spanish king and considered it an honor.\footnote{153}

In contrast, the theologian Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda viewed the papal bulls as granting Spain the authority to bring Native Americans into the civilized world.\footnote{154} Ginés de Sepúlveda wrote a three volume work which portrayed the Spanish King Charles V as struggling against the disrupters of the world order and the Spanish monarchy as heir to the medieval empire and chosen by God to transform the inhuman into the human.\footnote{155} As part of this spiritual task, Ginés de Sepúlveda said other peoples might be conquered and enslaved and that Pope Alexander VI had chosen Spain to perform this task in the New World.\footnote{156} Thus, in Ginés de Sepúlveda’s eyes, the papal bulls’ instruction to convert heathens was transformed into a right of conquest in order to civilize them.

The debate lingered on, and, in 1550, King Charles V established another council of jurists and theologians to once again hear argu-
ments about the Spanish treatment of Indians.\footnote{157} Las Casas and Ginés de Sepúlveda engaged in a famous debate before this council about Spanish rights of conquest, just war, and the colonization of indigenous peoples.\footnote{158} In essence, Ginés de Sepúlveda argued that Indians were barbarians who had committed crimes against natural law and needed to be taught Christianity.\footnote{159} Las Casas, however, stated that Indians were rational humans, stalled at a backward stage of development, who would peacefully receive the one true religion, and that Spain had no right to enslave them or to wage war against them.\footnote{160} He also argued that Spain’s role in the New World was solely spiritual and should not be based on economic or political concerns.\footnote{161}

Into this wide ranging theoretical, legal, spiritual, and political discussion stepped Francisco de Vitoria. He was a Dominican priest, the first chair in theology at the University of Salamanca for twenty years and a royal advisor.\footnote{162} As such, Vitoria was the leading Dominican theologian at the leading center of learning in all of Spain, and he is recognized today as one of the earliest writers in international law and the most important and influential of Spain’s theorists from the early sixteenth century.\footnote{163} In 1532, Vitoria delivered lectures—published in 1557—entitled “On the Indians Lately Discovered” in which he accepted the idea that indigenous peoples possessed natural rights.\footnote{164} This principle led him to three conclusions regarding Spanish colonization in the New World.\footnote{165} His conclusions have been “adopted essentially intact as the accepted European Law of Nations on American Indian rights and status.”\footnote{166}
First, Vitoria concluded that the Native Americans possessed natural legal rights as free and rational people. Just as Pope Innocent IV and numerous other scholars had held, Vitoria agreed that infidels held property and sovereignty rights, or dominium. Spain’s title in the New World could not then be based on papal donation because the Pope could not give away infidels’ natural law rights. Title by discovery was wrong because the Indians were free men and the true owners of their lands.

Vitoria’s second conclusion was that the Pope’s grant of title in the New World to Spain was invalid and could not affect the inherent rights of the Indians. The Pope possessed no temporal power over Indians or any other nonbeliever. Vitoria even apparently rejected the Requerimiento, because he wrote that “even if the barbarians refuse to recognize any lordship of the Pope, that furnishes no ground for making war on them and seizing their property.”

Finally, though, he concluded that violations by Indians of the natural law principles of the Law of Nations—as defined by Europeans—might justify a Christian nation’s conquest and empire in America. As a result, infidels now had to obey European natural law. According to Vitoria, the duties that Indians owed Europeans under the Law of Nations included allowing Spaniards the right to travel wherever they wished. This was based on the natural society and fellowship of humans, which Vitoria derived from the Old and New Testaments. Moreover, these natural law obligations required natives to allow Spaniards open and free commerce, trade, and profits wherever they traveled. This also included the idea that Indians had to allow the Spanish to collect and trade items that were treated as common, such as fish, animals, and, most importantly, precious metals. Thus, both the Spanish and Vitoria were happy to define
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almost all of the assets of indigenous peoples as being commonly held property, which the Spanish had a natural law right to take.\footnote{Vitoria, supra note 163, at 153;\ Williams, supra note 4, at 103.} Vitoria also wholeheartedly accepted the idea of just or holy war if natives violated any of these European natural laws:

If the Indian natives wish to prevent the Spaniards from enjoying any of their . . . rights under the Law of Nations . . . the Spaniards can defend themselves and do all that consists with their own safety, it being lawful to repel force by force. . . . \footnote{Id. at 155.} [T]hey may follow it up with war . . . . \footnote{Id. at 156–61.} [W]hen the Indians deny the Spaniards their rights under the law of nations they do them a wrong. Therefore, if it be necessary, in order to preserve their right, that they should go to war, they may lawfully do so.\footnote{Id. at 157–58. The claim to be working for the welfare of native peoples echoes what Portuguese King Duarte said in 1434 about the Canary Islanders. See supra notes 56–70 and accompanying text.}

Vitoria stated that in just wars the Spanish could seize the natives’ cities and reduce them to subjection, take them into captivity, and depose their former lords and install new ones.\footnote{Id. at 156–61.} All of this conduct was to be judged, not by papal standards, but by the norms of western European Christians.

Furthermore, the Spanish could do this based on their Christian guardianship responsibilities to civilize barbarian peoples who did not comport with natural law.\footnote{Id. at 155.} Vitoria also argued that, as part of the right and obligation to preach the gospel, it was appropriate for the Pope to assign this right exclusively to a suitable Christian prince.\footnote{Id. at 156–57.} Indigenous peoples were required to listen to and provide facilities for the missionaries, and if they did not, “the Spaniards [could] make war . . . . \footnote{Id. at 160–61.} [T]his furnishe[d] the Spaniards with another justification for seizing the lands and territory of the natives and for setting up new lords . . . with an intent directed more to the welfare of the aborigines than to their own gain.”\footnote{Id. at 157–58. The claim to be working for the welfare of native peoples echoes what Portuguese King Duarte said in 1434 about the Canary Islanders. See supra notes 56–70 and accompanying text.} In essence, Vitoria left the law and the justifications for empire where they already were. All he added was the idea of the European Law of Nations, a secular, systematic statement of the superior rights of “civilized” Europeans.\footnote{Williams, supra note 4, at 106.}

Vitoria’s first two points sound like treason and heresy because he rejected Spain’s property and sovereign rights in the New World if they were based solely on papal grants or first discovery. However, what Vitoria actually did was to strengthen the justifications for the Spanish empire by basing them on both papal grants of religious obligations and the “universal obligations of a Eurocentrically constructed
natural law.” 186 Under Vitoria’s reasoning, New World native peoples were required to allow Spaniards to exercise Spain’s natural law rights, which included rights to travel, to engage in free trade and commerce, to take profit from items the natives allegedly held in common, and to send missionaries to preach the gospel. 187 Vitoria’s conclusion, which would have greatly pleased the King, was that if infidels violated any of these natural law rights and obligations, then Spain could protect its rights, “defend” itself, and fight a lawful and just war against the natives. 188

Consequently, while Vitoria apparently rejected the sole authority of the Pope to grant Spain rights in the New World and the Doctrine of Discovery rationale in the first two steps of his analysis, the third step created an enormous loophole for Spain. His argument that natives were bound by the Eurocentrically defined natural law rights of the Spanish was an ample excuse to invade and engage in “just war” against any native nations that dared to oppose the Spanish. Thus, Vitoria limited the natural law freedoms of American Indians by allowing Spain’s natural law rights to trump native rights. The legal regime envisioned by Vitoria was just as destructive to native sovereignty, property, and human rights as the earlier definition of the King’s authority based solely on papal grants. 189

C. Other European Countries and Discovery

Following the developments discussed above, other European countries became eager to use the Doctrine of Discovery to claim lands and assets outside of Europe. England, France, Holland, and Russia, for example, used this concept of international law and claimed the rights and powers of first discovery, including sovereign rights, commercial rights, and title in various parts of the world. 190
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England claimed for centuries that John Cabot’s 1496–1498 explorations, and his alleged first discoveries of the east coast of North America, gave it a Discovery claim against other European countries. England also contested Dutch and Swedish settlements in the 1640s in North America due to England’s claim of “first discovery, occupation, and the possession” of its colonial settlements. In turn, France contested England’s claims of first discovery. France argued that its first discoveries and possession of areas that are now part of Canada and the United States had established its Discovery claims of ownership and sovereignty.

Notwithstanding their first discovery claims in North America, France and England faced a common problem regarding colonization and trade, because, in 1543, they were Catholic countries and were concerned about infringing upon Spain’s rights in the New World, violating the papal bulls, and risking excommunication. Yet, they were also hungry to get a share of the new territories and spoils. Therefore, the legal scholars of England and France analyzed canon law, the papal bulls, and history and devised new theories of Discovery which allowed their countries to colonize and trade in the New World. Not surprisingly, Europeans were very creative at interpreting Discovery in ways that benefitted their specific situations.

One of the new theories, primarily developed by English scholars, held that the Catholic King Henry VII would not be in violation of the 1493 papal bulls if English explorers restrained themselves to only claiming lands not yet discovered by any other Christian prince. This new definition of Discovery was further refined by the Protestant

194. See Williams, supra note 4, at 74, 81 (explaining that the sanction of excommunication backed the papal bulls).
195. See generally id. at 126–225.
196. See generally id.
Queen Elizabeth I and her advisers to require the occupancy and actual possession by Europeans of non-Christian lands as crucial elements of a Discovery claim. Consequently, Henry VII and his successors, Elizabeth I and James I, instructed their explorers to discover and colonize lands “unknown to all Christians” and “not actually possessed of any Christian prince.”

England and France thus added the elements of occupancy and actual possession as requirements for Discovery claims, and they applied these new elements in their dealings with Spain and Portugal. In the 1550s, England and France negotiated separate treaties with Spain and Portugal to settle issues regarding discoveries and trade in the New World. Spain and Portugal refused to consider any treaty terms that allowed England and France to explore and colonize within the exclusive areas that Spain and Portugal had been granted under

197. See supra note 8; Heydte, supra note 89, at 452 (“At no time was the fact of discovery alone regarded as capable of granting more than the right to later appropriation.”). In December 1523, Spain’s Charles V denied that Portugal had gained Discovery rights in Mallucco merely by finding the lands when he wrote: “[I]t was evident that to ‘find’ required possession, and that which was not taken or possessed could not be said to be found, although seen or discovered.” Id.; accord Francis Jennings, The Invasion of America: Indians, Colonialism, and the Cast of the Conquest 132 (1975) (“In 1580 the English government had propounded ‘possession’ instead of just ‘discovery’ as the basis of Christian right . . . .”). The Dutch rationalized their trading activities in North America because the British could not prevent another’s “trade in countries whereof his people have not taken, nor obtained actual possession from the right owners.” Jennings, supra, at 133.


199. Williams, supra note 4, at 133; Heydte, supra note 89, at 458–59 (explaining that Elizabeth I rejected the idea that the papal bulls alone granted sovereign title and stated that first discovery by itself “cannot confer property”); I Charles Cheney Hyde, International Law Chiefly as Interpreted and Applied by the United States 163–67 (1922) (explaining the requirement of effective occupation of newly-discovered lands in order to perfect a discovery title). France insisted on a general right to trade in the West Indies while Spain relied on its papal title to argue for monopoly rights. The French would not agree to exclude Frenchmen from places discovered by them and not actually subject to either the King of Spain or King of Portugal. See generally Treaty between France and Spain, concluded at Cateau-cambrésis (April 3, 1559), reprinted in European Treaties, supra note 72, at 219–21.
the papal bulls, even if they were not yet in possession of all those lands.\textsuperscript{200}

England and France also developed another justification for Discovery claims over the lands and rights of indigenous peoples. This was the principle of \textit{terra nullius}, or “vacant land.”\textsuperscript{201} This principle dictated that lands which were not possessed by any person or nation, or which were occupied by non-Europeans but were not being used in a manner European legal systems approved, were considered to be waste and vacant.\textsuperscript{202} England, Holland, France, and the United States relied on this principle to claim that lands actually occupied and being used by indigenous nations were legally “vacant” and “unused,” or \textit{terra nullius}, and open to appropriation.\textsuperscript{203}

Thus, all the European countries that colonized the New World utilized the Doctrine of Discovery to serve their interests. The Doctrine was widely accepted and applied by both Europeans and the United States as the legal authority for colonization around the world and for the domination of the indigenous inhabitants.\textsuperscript{204} Europeans occasionally disagreed over the exact meaning and application of Discovery, and sometimes they violently disputed their opposing claims. Yet, one principle they never disagreed on was that indigenous peoples and nations lost sovereign, property, and human rights immediately upon their “discovery” by Europeans.

\textsuperscript{200} See \textit{supra} notes 196–99 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{201} This principle derives from Roman law, but it also exists in Islamic law, where \textit{mewat}—dead or empty or unclaimed land—can be turned into privately owned land by reclamation activities such as fencing, occupying, or cultivating the land. See \textit{Shari Safi} & \textit{Hilary Lim}, \textit{Land, Law & Islam: Property & Human Rights in the Muslim World} 12, 22, 61, 70, 170 (2006).

\textsuperscript{202} \textit{Colin G. Calloway}, \textit{Crown and Calumet: British–Indian Relations 1783–1815}, at 9 (1987) (“Europeans regarded North America as a vacant land that could be claimed by right of discovery . . . .”). \textit{Terra nullius} is a doctrine that essentially ignored the title of original inhabitants based on subjective assessments of their level of “civilization.” See \textit{Henry Reynolds}, \textit{The Law of the Land} 7, 12–13 (1987), reprinted in \textit{H. McRae, G. Nettheim & L. Beachcroft, Aboriginal Legal Issues: Commentary and Materials} 63 (1991). The term has two meanings: “a country without a sovereign recognized by European authorities and a territory where nobody owns any land at all.” \textit{Id}. Legal scholars used the Eurocentric doctrine to justify colonization by European countries. See \textit{id}. But see \textit{Pagden, supra} note 4, at 91 (arguing that Spain and Portugal did not base their claims on \textit{terra nullius}, because their claims originated from a papal charter—unlike England and France—and so their claims had been made prior to actual occupation).

\textsuperscript{203} See \textit{Pagden, supra} note 4, at 76–78; see, e.g., \textit{United States v. Rogers}, 45 U.S. 567, 572 (1846); \textit{Martin v. Waddell’s Lessee}, 41 U.S. 367, 409 (1842).

\textsuperscript{204} See generally \textit{Miller, Ruru, Behrendt & Lindberg, supra} note 1; \textit{Miller & Ruru, supra} note 1; \textit{Miller, Native America, supra} note 1; \textit{Miller & D’Angelis, supra} note 84.
III. THE DOCTRINE OF DISCOVERY IN CHILEAN LAW AND HISTORY

As discussed above, Spain was heavily involved in developing the Doctrine of Discovery as part of the law of nations and in then using that legal authority to explore and claim lands, assets, and peoples in North, Central, and South America. The ten elements of Discovery that we set out above, however, are primarily based on the definition of Discovery under Anglo-American legal regimes. In this section, we use those elements to compare and contrast how Spain and Chile used the Doctrine.

A. First Discovery

Spain claimed first discovery rights throughout the New World, in addition to the allegedly exclusive rights granted to it by the demarcation lines set forth in the papal bulls and Treaty of Tordesillas. Spanish kings enacted numerous laws to control and direct first discoveries of new territories. Moreover, in the papal bulls of 1493, Pope Alexander VI recognized that other Christian princes could validly claim and continue to possess lands they had first discovered in Spain’s area if the discoveries had been made before January 1, 1493.

In addition to Columbus’ first discovery claims in the New World, other Spanish explorers and conquistadors made similar claims. In 1513, Vasco Nuñez de Balboa crossed the isthmus of Panama.

---

205. See supra notes 25–27 and accompanying text; MILLER, NATIVE AMERICA, supra note 1, at 3–5.

206. As a former Spanish colony, and upon achieving independence from Spain, Chile’s claimed titles to the land come from the recognized titles of Spain. See FEDERAL RESEARCH DIVISION, CHILE: A COUNTRY STUDY 7–14 (Rex A. Hudson ed., 3d ed. 1994) (hereinafter CHILE: A COUNTRY STUDY) (outlining Chile’s history as a Spanish colony and giving a brief overview of its push for independence). In other words, the titles which allegedly justify Chile’s occupation of the entire landmass were those of the previous European power, to which the state of Chile was the successor. We repeat what we stated in the introduction: this is our initial examination of Chilean law and history on this subject, and we have no doubt uncovered so far only a small portion of the relevant legal and historical evidence on this topic.

207. See, e.g., MERRIMAN, THE EMPEROR, supra note 85, at 453–54 (explaining that Spain sought to claim first rights in islands that were within the Portuguese areas of control); CHURCH AND STATE, supra note 72, at 157.

208. See, e.g., SPANISH LAWS, supra note 145, at vii–viii, 1, 62 (quoting Law xxxix of the New Laws of 1542–43; Philip II law of July 1573; Recopilacion, supra note 111, at Book 4, Title 1, Law 1).

claimed himself the first discoverer of the Pacific Ocean, and claimed the entire sea and all its adjoining lands for Spain.\textsuperscript{210} It is reported that when the expedition peaked the last mountain and observed the Pacific Ocean that a priest began singing the Te Deum, and the men engaged in symbolic possession ceremonies by erecting a stone monument, cutting a tree into a cross, and marking trees with crosses.\textsuperscript{211}

In 1518–1521, Ferdinand Magellan’s expedition circumnavigated the globe, and Magellan was apparently the first European to discover the area that is now called the Straits of Magellan in southern Chile.\textsuperscript{212} Magellan had been authorized by the King of Spain to discover and take possession of lands in the King’s name and was granted jurisdiction and authority over the lands and seas he discovered.\textsuperscript{213} Magellan arrived at the straits in November 1520 and called the place “tierra de los patagones,” or Patagonia, when he observed natives with huge feet wearing animal skins and guanaco-skin footwear stuffed with straw who left huge footprints in the snow.\textsuperscript{214} Magellan’s log relates that he also took detailed measurements of the land and named capes he encountered, including Cabo Ferrosos and Cabo Deseado.\textsuperscript{215} The expedition also named locations in modern-day Argentina.\textsuperscript{216} Since the King had ordered Magellan to claim any newly discovered lands west of the Tordesillas demarcation line, we can safely presume that he claimed southern Chile for Spain on the numerous occasions expedition members went ashore for water and wild celery as well as when they erected a cross on Carlos III.


\textsuperscript{211.} Irving, \textit{supra} note 210, at 112.

\textsuperscript{212.} Chile: A Country Study, \textit{supra} note 206, at xv.

\textsuperscript{213.} See Morison, \textit{The European Discovery}, \textit{supra} note 75, at 337; I Colección de Documentos Inéditos para la Historia de Chile Desde el Viaje de Magallanes Hasta la Batalla de Maipo 1518–1818, at 2, 14 (J.T. Medina ed., 1888) [hereinafter Colección de Documentos . . . Hasta la Batalla de Maipo].

\textsuperscript{214.} The term “patagón” is probably a colloquial use of the word “patón,” meaning “big foot” in Spanish. Morison, \textit{The European Discovery}, \textit{supra} note 75, at 367–68, 378; Miguel Luis Amunategui, \textit{Compango de la Historia Política y Eclesiástica de Chile} 17–18 (1867) [hereinafter Amunategui, \textit{Compango}].


\textsuperscript{216.} I Colección de Documentos . . . Hasta la Batalla de Maipo, \textit{supra} note 213, at 266.
land.\textsuperscript{217} He later spent three weeks sailing up the coast of Chile, coming just north of the present-day city of Valdivia before heading west across the Pacific.\textsuperscript{218}

Thereafter, Spain commenced its first discovery claims in northern Chile in 1534 when Charles V authorized Diego de Almagro to travel to this new territory and in the name of the King and the Crown of Castile “to conquer, pacify, and settle the described territory.”\textsuperscript{219} The King also conferred upon Almagro various governmental powers, territorial jurisdiction, and lands and ordered him to “conquer and settle” a strip extending 200 leagues to the south\textsuperscript{220} of the lands and jurisdiction that had been granted to Francisco Pizarro in modern day Peru.\textsuperscript{221} In 1535, Almagro crossed the Atacama Desert and entered the valley of Copiapó, both located in modern-day Chile, and explained his motives for traveling to the area to the natives.\textsuperscript{222} The arduous voyage to Chile, along with the lack of large cities and major deposits of gold, sent the expedition home disappointed.\textsuperscript{223}

In 1539, however, Charles V granted another commission to Pedro Sancho de Hoz to make discoveries and to conquer and govern lands, including the islands off the coast of southern Chile and the territory south of the Straits of Magellan.\textsuperscript{224} Hoz ultimately took part in an expedition to Chile led by Pedro de Valdivia.\textsuperscript{225} When they reached the valley of Copiapó, in the modern-day Atacama Region and Copiapó Province of Chile, the country “was solemnly taken possession of in the name of the king of Spain.”\textsuperscript{226} The expedition then pressed on to

\textsuperscript{217} Cf. Morison, The European Discovery, supra note 75, at 394, 396; Merriman, The Emperor, supra note 85, at 421–22.


\textsuperscript{219} Miguel Luis Amunategui, La Cuestion de Limites Entre Chile y la Republica Arjentina 22, 34 (1879) (reprinting the capitulación to Almagro) [hereinafter Amunategui, La Cuestion] (authors’ translation).

\textsuperscript{220} Merriman, The Catholic Kings, supra note 56, at 28, 87; Merriman, The Emperor, supra note 85, at 571; Amunategui, La Cuestion, supra note 219, at 22.


\textsuperscript{222} Pocock, supra note 221, at 16, 28; Merriman, The Emperor, supra note 85, at 571–72.

\textsuperscript{223} Canto, supra note 221, at 134.

\textsuperscript{224} See Amunategui, Compendio, supra note 214, at 25.

\textsuperscript{225} Pocock, supra note 221, at 49–52; Capitulación y asiento que se tomaron con Pero Sancho de Hoz para efectuar descubrimientos en la Mar del Sur, reprinted in VIII Colección de Documentos... Hasta la Batalla de Maipo, supra note 213, at 16–17; Merriman, The Emperor, supra note 85, at 590–91.

the present-day site of Santiago and founded that city on February 12, 1541, with all the royally prescribed ceremonies. Valdivia wrote Charles V in 1545 that he was the “founder, breeder, defender, conqueror, and discoverer” of Chile.

Thus, the conclusion seems obvious that Spain used the element of first discovery to establish its claims in the New World and in Chile.

B. Actual Occupancy and Current Possession

Both the Spanish monarchs and the papacy realized the importance under international law of a discovering nation fully establishing its first discovery claims by actually occupying and possessing the new lands it claimed to have found. In the bulls issued in 1493, while granting Spain ownership of all the lands Columbus had found and which Spain would find west of the demarcation line, the Pope created one exception that reflects an understanding of this Discovery element. The Pope stated that if another country had discovered land in Spain’s area of control and it was already “actually possessed by some other Christian king or prince” as of January 1, 1493, then that country’s legal claim was valid even within Spain’s exclusive area. However, if a country had only made a first discovery in Spain’s exclusive area of control and had not yet “actually taken [it] into possession,” then the claim was invalid. This papal view reflected the second element of Discovery.

In light of this element, one of the most important goals of the Spanish government was to see that newly discovered lands were fully occupied and settled by Spaniards as soon as possible, even before undertaking further discoveries. In 1538, for example, Charles V issued an order concerning unclaimed land and demanded more than mere discovery of the land; he ordered “the discovery, conquest, and settlement of the ‘islands in the Southern Sea.’” In other examples, the Viceroy of Mexico demanded the speedy occupation of present-day Florida, and King Philip concurred because he feared that if settlements were not quickly established Spanish claims risked being pre-

228. Pocock, supra note 221, at 100–01; Carta de don Pedro de Valdivia a S.M. Carlos V, dándole noticia de la conquista de Chile, de sus trabajos y del estado en que se hallaba la colonia, in Cartas de Pedro de Valdivia al Emperador Carlos V (1861) [hereinafter Cartas de Pedro de Valdivia], reprinted in I Coleccion de Historiadores de Chile y Documentos Relativos a la Historia Nacional 1, 1 (1861) [hereinafter Coleccion de Historiadores] (reprinting the letter to Charles V “giving him the news of the conquest of Chile”).
229. Bull Inter caetera Divinae, supra note 82, reprinted in Church and State, supra note 72, at 157–58 (translated from the original Latin into English).
231. Merriman, The Emperor, supra note 85, at 453–54 (citation omitted).
emptied by French settlements. In fact, Spain later argued to France that Spanish claims to Florida were established beyond question because they were based on “the bull of Alexander VI and the Tordesillas Line, as well as by right of priority in discovery and colonization.” Similarly, in occupying Chile, the Viceroy of New Castile and King Philip ordered that forts be built in the Straits of Magellan to prove the Spanish occupation.

The Crown also enacted laws demonstrating its knowledge of the importance of actually occupying the lands it claimed by first discovery, even within its papal and Tordesillas demarcation areas. In 1573, King Philip II enacted a law “to facilitate the performance of the discoveries, the establishment of new settlements and the pacification of the lands and provinces still to be discovered in the Indies and to do so for the service of God and Ourselves and for the benefit of the natives.” He also ordered the necessary settlements of Spaniards be made in the lands discovered and that each Spanish discoverer was responsible “for populating the discovered land.” In fact, Philip ordered that he would not approve any new discovery expeditions until the lands already discovered “shall be settled.” The King even ordered some Spaniards in Chile to live in their communities for one year or else they would lose their property rights.

Spanish subjects also understood the importance of occupying and physically possessing the lands they had discovered. In a 1559 recommendation to the Crown on various colonial policies, the author stated that the King and Queen

have a special title and permission from the Pope to take hold of and convert the provinces of the Indies, it’s clear that Your Majesty may occupy and take all of said provinces . . . And because the more Your Majesty discovers and populates, the more powerful Your Majesty becomes to retain what has been earned.

Thus, the elements of Discovery were well known to royal officials and conquistadors.

232. Merriman, Philip the Prudent, supra note 210, at 163–64.
233. Id. at 175–76.
234. See id. at 184.
236. Id. at 8; see also id. at 10–11 (describing the protocol for establishing new settlements).
237. See id. at 62 (translating Recopilación, supra note 111, at Book 4, Title 1, Law 1).
238. The Indian Cause, supra note 111, at 244 (translating Recopilación, supra note 111, at Book 4, Title 9, Law 32).
239. Extracto de un parecer del Doctor Vaquez sobre los repartimientos, encomiendas y aprovechamientos de los indios, in IV Colección de Documentos Inéditos, Relativos al Descubrimiento, Conquista y Organización de las Antiguas Posesiones Españolas de América y Oceanía 141, 145 (Kraus Reprint Ltd. 1964–66) (1864–84) [hereinafter Colección de Documentos . . . de América y Oceanía].
Demonstrating the knowledge of the occupancy and possession element of Discovery, Spain and Portugal were advocates of what can be called “symbolic possession,” or fictional occupancy. They often argued that when they merely spied new lands in their respective Tordesillas areas, and then performed various ceremonies on that land, that such action was sufficient to establish the “possession” that Discovery required.240 We have already noted that the Spanish explorers Columbus and Balboa, and then Magellan and Almagro acting in what are now parts of Chile, engaged in symbolic possession by planting flags and crosses and erecting stone monuments to prove they had arrived and to establish Spain’s claim, even though they could not at that time physically and permanently occupy the lands.241

In fact, Spanish kings ordered their explorers to engage in this activity. In 1573, the Crown enacted a law that ordered its discoverers to “take possession of those lands, provinces or parts where they arrive or disembark, in Our Name by performing the required solemnities and acts; they will issue some proof of this act and give public testimony so that it can be legally proven.”242 The Crown also ordered its explorers to name the lands, provinces, mountains, rivers, villages, and towns they found and to name the villages and towns they established.243 In 1568, Philip II ordered that, upon discovering a new island or land, Spanish explorers should “take possession in Our name, observing appropriate formalities, publicly and in an authentic way.”244

Acts of symbolic possession were also undertaken by the Spanish in Chile. When Pedro de Valdivia arrived in Copiapó, “he went through the solemn ceremonies of taking possession of his province in the name of the Spanish monarch.”245 Valdivia then named the Copiapó valley “the valley of the Posesió” and the entire territory Nueva Extremadura or Nuevo Extremo.246 He was also aware of the importance and urgency for Spain to occupy the entire coast and he wanted to push Spanish occupancy to the Magellan Straits before another country arrived there.247 In fact, in 1544, Valdivia ordered Juan Bautista de Pastene to sail along the coast of Chile to the Straits with

240. See supra notes 191–93 and accompanying text; see also Merriman, Philip the Prudent, supra note 210, at 166 (stating that in 1561 the Spanish explorer Val- lafane traveled up the east coast of the modern-day United States to South Carolina “and formally took possession in the king’s name”).
241. See, e.g., supra notes 90, 211, 217 and accompanying text.
242. Spanish Laws, supra note 145, at 4–5, 76 (translating a 1573 law, retained in Recopilación, supra note 111, at Book 4, Title 2, Law 11); accord supra notes 220–28 and accompanying text regarding southern Chile.
244. Id. at 76 (translating Recopilación, supra note 111, at Book 4, Title 2, Law 11).
245. Pocock, supra note 221, at 64.
246. Id.
247. Id. at 108.
the “authority to take possession of the country in the name of the King and his Governor, Pedro de Valdivia,” and to use Valdivia’s personal secretary “to provide a record of all that took place on the voyage.”248 Around the 41st latitude, Pastene, in the presence of a dozen Indians, “declared that he claimed and took possession of the land” and had the secretary record his speech to “certify in such a manner as shall be credited by His Majesty . . . how I now in his name and on behalf of Pedro de Valdivia do take and seize tenure, possession and ownership of these natives and of all this land and province, and its surroundings.”249 He spoke the words three times and then cut branches, tore out plants, dug in the earth, drank river water, and made a cross and drew other crosses in the dirt.250 Pastene carried out similar ceremonies two more times on his return trip north.251

In the 1840s and 1850s, Chile engaged in acts of symbolic possession and of actual occupation to claim the Straits of Magellan.252 The Republic of Chile, as the successor of Spain in its territory, became increasingly concerned about potential English and French claims in the Straits, and it began an aggressive campaign to occupy the southern part of the country based on the territorial titles formerly claimed by the Spaniards.253 In 1842, President Manuel Bulnes appointed Domingo Espineira the first intendant of Chiloe, and he ordered him to launch an expedition to take possession of the Straits of Magellan.254 In 1843, the government ordered Captain John Williams—better known in Chile as Juan Guillermos—to build Fort Bulnes in the Straits, and it ordered him over several years’ time to occupy the fort to solidify Chile’s claim to the Straits.255 Furthermore, in September 1843, Guillermos arrived in Port Famine, raised the Chilean flag, and declared in the name of the Republic of Chile that the Straits of Magellan were Chilean Territory.256 Captain Guillermos took formal possession of the Straits, as he documented in his log:

248. Id. at 108–09.
249. Id. at 109–10.
250. Id. at 110.
251. Id.
255. DIARIO DE LA GOLETA, supra note 254, at 50–57.
256. Id. at 10, 12.
In the presence of everyone I took possession of the Straits of Magellan and its territory with the customary formalities in the name of the Republic of Chile to whom these belong in conformance with the first Article of the Constitution, confirmed with the national flag, and with a 21-gun salute... In compliance with the order of the Supreme Government [of Chile] the 21st day of the month of September, 1843, ... with all of the formalities of custom, we take possession of the Straits of Magellan and its territory in the name of the Republic of Chile to whom it belongs in conformance with the first Article of the Constitution...257

The party also landed at several points throughout the Straits to claim the area. For example, on Elizabeth Island they planted the Chilean flag and a cross.258 Chile further manifested its sovereignty over the Straits by signing a “Treaty of Friendship and Commerce” with chief Santos Centurion of the Teheulche tribe on March 20, 1844.259

In its efforts to conquer the Araucanians,260 Chile also realized the importance of occupying native lands to expand its national territory. In the 1880s, the Secretary of Interior ordered an expedition to occupy Araucanian territory with the objective “to occupy the ground, measure it and give it out, to colonize Araucania with foreign colonists, extend the national territory and unite the central zone with Valdivia and the south.”261 The Secretary also ordered forts built “to make the occupation and reduction of the [Araucanian] territory efficient, [so] that... a significant population could develop and prosper over time.”262

C. Preemption/European Title

We found no evidence of Spain or Chile using the preemption element of Discovery to argue to foreign rivals that they could not buy or acquire the lands of the indigenous peoples in Chile. This is no doubt due to the very limited competition other European governments presented in Chile. As the following discussion shows, Spain and Chile did actively exercise Discovery rights of preemption and actual ownership of the land in Chile against their own citizens and the indigenous peoples, and they controlled the acquisition of lands from indigenous individuals and groups and thereby exercised their powers through the “European title.”

257. Id. at 39–40 (authors’ translation of the ship’s log).
258. Id. at 49.
259. Talbott, supra note 253, at 521 (citing Armando Braun Menéndez, Fuerte Bulnes 204–05 (2d ed. 1968))
260. “Araucanians” is the term by which the Spaniards referred to a number of native peoples, such as the Picunches, Mapuches, Pehuenches, and Huilliches, although it is now clear that such a generalized use of the term was unwarranted. See Pocock, supra note 221, at 229–43.
262. Id. at 282 (authors’ translation).
From the very beginning of New World colonization, the lands, waters, minerals, and Indian labor, among other things, were considered the property of the Crown to be granted away as the king pleased. In Spanish laws controlled the distribution of lands, assets, and Indian labor, and these rights could be granted only by the Crown through royal orders or officials. In a very specific example of the use of preemption authority against Indians and Spaniards, Philip II ordered in 1571: “When the Indians sell their real estate and movable property, in accordance with what is permitted them, they shall be announced for public auction in the presence of the Justicia, real estate being on thirty-day terms . . . .” Consequently, under the preemption element, the central royal government controlled the sales of native lands, just as England and the English colonies did in North America, and as the United States still does to this day.

In the colony of Chile, Pedro de Valdivia and the Assembly of Santiago exercised the Crown’s preemption powers and European title when they distributed lands and encomiendas of Indian labor to the explorers/settlers. For example, on July 26, 1549, the Assembly stated that “in the name of S.M. [His Majesty],” various “land and ranches given up to today and that may be given in the future” were to be given to the grantees in a fee simple type of ownership, because the lands ceded to the Spanish settlers “may be sold, bartered, donated, exchanged, and done with as the owners see fit.” On that same day, the Assembly recognized that Valdivia had “mandate[d] in the name of S.M.” that no one could “occupy a piece of land, nor lands, nor ranches, but by being provided and given by the men of this Assembly, according to the ordinances created by said Assembly.”

The Chilean government has also exercised preemptive control over the acquisition and use of indigenous lands. In 1852, Chile enacted a law that created the province of Arauco, and it authorized the President to regulate the indigenous peoples, their property, and the governance of the province. The law stated that “the indigenous situated to the south of Bío Bío and north of the province of Valdivia . . . will be subject to the authority and regime that, based on the spe-
cial circumstances, the President of the Republic determines.\footnote{271} Furthermore, the government issued property rules for Arauco and other provinces which required the government to approve all land transactions to Indians or involving lands situated in Indian territory.\footnote{272} Similarly, in a law of December 4, 1855, the government mandated that “[a]ll purchases of lands made in the province of Valdivia to indigen-ous or a person selling under that character, or of lands situated in indigenous territories, has to be done with the intervention of the Mayor of Valdivia or the Governor.”\footnote{273} Any such sales that were “made without the intervention of the Mayor of Valdivia or the designated official, are null.”\footnote{274} Again, in 1874 and 1883, the government forbade private citizens from buying lands from Indians in specified areas.\footnote{275} All of these prohibitions are mirror images of the United States’ exercise of its power of preemption in 1790 that still applies to American Indian lands to this day.\footnote{276}

In the 1860s and 1870s, Chile demonstrated its awareness of several aspects of this element of Discovery, including what we call European title. In 1868, the government acknowledged that the Mapuches—an Arucanian tribe—held some kind of ownership rights to their lands, and the state enacted a law requiring it to purchase those rights from the Mapuches.\footnote{277} The government also enacted leg-

\footnote{271} Id.
\footnote{272} Decreto No. 109, de 14 de marzo de 1853. In 1855 the decreto was extended to the Province of Valdivia. See Decreto de 4 de diciembre de 1855. In 1856 it was extended to the colonized territory of Llanquihue. See Decreto de 9 de julio de 1856. For a brief overview, see Kevin J. Worthen, The Role of Indigenous Groups in Constitutional Democracies: A Lesson from Chile and the United States, in The Human Rights of Indigenous Peoples 235, 245–46 (Cynthia Price Cohen ed., 1998).

\footnote{273} Decreto de 4 de diciembre de 1855.
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islation in 1866 and 1874 to regulate the purchase of Indian lands, and in 1927, 1972, and 1979 it passed laws to try to control property rights in Mapuche areas and to convince Mapuche communities to subdivide their communally-owned lands into private lots. The primary outcome of most of these reform efforts was further loss of Mapuche lands.

In a decree in 1873 Chile exercised its preemption power and control over native lands by forbidding Indians from selling or mortgaging the lands and limiting certain other Indian rights in land. Specifically, the government decreed:

[that the furtherance and civilization of the Araucans is the obligation of the State as the most efficient system for converting them into useful citizens of the Republic and to achieve their gradual pacification and complete submission to constitutional authorities . . . [that] each indigenous family will be assigned lands comprising 30 square hectares of surface area.

Chile also exercised the implied power of preemption because the government established a precedent of issuing laws specifically allowing sales of indigenous lands for limited periods and under certain conditions. On other occasions, Chile enacted specific legislation granting specific persons the ability to purchase lands owned, or previously owned, by indigenous peoples. A law issued on January 25, 1899, for example, granted specific authorization for the purchase of indigenous lands. Given these facts, it is clear the government used the power of preemption to take or purchase indigenous lands or to allow others to purchase indigenous lands.

Chile also enacted legislation, starting at least as early as 1874, which prohibited the acquisition of indigenous lands without government approval and took within its sole power the authority to allow purchases of such lands. The law of January 13, 1903, for example,
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278. Collier & Sater, supra note 226, at 96–97, 216–17, 337; see also Worthen, supra note 272, at 240–57 (discussing numerous Chilean laws and governmental actions, over nearly one hundred years, which controlled and limited Mapuche land and water rights).
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In January 1960, the Chilean government addressed the sale of land held under “mercy titles,” or “títulos de merced,” in which the government had previously recognized native land rights and granted land titles based only on mercy. The law explicitly limited the sale of lands which Mapuches had obtained from the government through mercy titles, but it did allow them to transfer such lands to the Bank of Chile or other institutions created by law in which the State had some interest or capital contribution.

As is evident, Chile exercised the power of preemption over the Mapuche Indians and prevented them from exercising their own property rights and freely alienating their own lands, and it required them to transfer their lands exclusively to, and through, the Chilean government.

D. Native Title

The Discovery element of native or Indian title presumes that indigenous peoples own the lands they occupy and control but that upon the arrival of Europeans, natives legally and immediately lost the full ownership rights of their lands. The discovering European country allegedly acquired the preemption rights and the European title and powers discussed in section III.C above. This presumption represents ethnocentrism at its worst. We will not repeat the evidence discussed above because most of it, including that proving that Spain and Chile exercised preemption and ownership rights over native lands,
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287. In the 1820s, two very prominent justices—Chief Justice John Marshall and Justice Story—of the United States Supreme Court wrote that the Doctrine of Discovery had been enforced by European powers against American Indians “by the sword.” MILLER, NATIVE AMERICA, supra note 1, at 12, 53 (citations omitted).
also defines the limited property rights indigenous peoples were alleged to have retained after Spain's first discovery.

The Spanish Crown recognized some rights of Indian land ownership and ostensibly protected those rights from outright confiscation in several colonial-era laws. However, in contrast, the evidence also shows that Spain assumed from the beginning of its entry into the New World, and into what is now Chile, that indigenous land rights were subject to Spain's title and overall control. Thus, Spanish law considered indigenous titles to be limited, and not representing full ownership of the land. Various Spanish laws specifically limited and affected Indian real property rights in the New World and in Chile.

As early as 1550, the Assembly of Santiago began to legislate regarding Indian land rights, and it assigned lands to settlers and even to Indians.

In 1852, Chile enacted a law granting the President the authority to control native lands south of the Bio Bio River and "to dictate the ordinances" he thought necessary "for the better governance of the borders." Obviously, the government thought that the indigenous peoples and their land rights were not free from Chilean control. The land rights of indigenous peoples which were recognized by Spain, and any they were granted were considered temporary rights to occupy land.

In 1866, Chile officially recognized some Indian rights in land, although far less than full ownership rights, and Chile even began granting Indian communities titles of "favor" or of "mercy" to signify their limited ownership rights. The títulos de merced, which were "held in the name of the Republic" and were "of possession only," were granted for lands on reservations, or "reducciones." Moreover, in

288. See, e.g., The INDIAN CAUSE, supra note 111, at 81, 84–85, 111–12, 353–55 (translating Recopilación, supra note 111, at Book 6, Title 1, Law 23; Title 1, Law 30; Title 3, Law 9; and Title 16, Law 21 (Chile)); SPANISH LAWS, supra note 145, at 166 (translating Recopilación, supra note 111, at Book 4, Title 12, Law 18, which states that Indians' lands and irrigated fields must be left to them).
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1868, “to legally affirm the presence of the State in the indigenous territories recently conquered,” the government proposed “a purchase of their lands,” thereby “assuring in them a possession that guarantees their stay.” These actions reflect the definition of the limited Indian title under Discovery.

Furthermore, in a 1910 Act, the government continued the 1866 program of granting mercy titles by creating a Commission to oversee these grants. The Commission granted “titles of dominion [possession] to the indigenous that prove[d] to have possessed the lands for one full continuous year.” In an attempt to protect these native land rights of possession, the Commission was authorized to grant Indians a title “even if they have lost the material tenancy of the soil by the occupation of third parties, so long as it is demonstrated that the occupation [was] clandestine or violent.” Thus, Chile tried to protect the possessory rights of indigenous peoples but, significantly, it did not recognize a stronger form of native property right.

Chile continued to do almost anything it pleased with the property rights of indigenous peoples. In 1928, the President was authorized “to expropriate . . . indigenous lands” located in the Maquegua, Province of Cautin, or to exchange them with others. In addition, the law of July 1, 1932, re-authorized the President’s powers from the 1866 law to establish Indian “settlements in the indigenous territory and the areas that those territories may be divided into.”

As demonstrated above, by exercising extensive and unilateral legal authority over native land rights Spain and Chile clearly supported the Discovery idea that Indians held only limited titles to their lands.

E. Native Limited Sovereign and Commercial Rights

This element of the Doctrine holds that indigenous governmental rights, sovereign powers, and commercial rights were legally limited upon the arrival of Europeans. In the papal bulls of 1493, the Pope

Mapuches were subjected to the rigor of civilization; they received small favors [pieces] of land, they were shut in their reservations, [and] they were obligated to transform into farmers.” (authors’ translation).
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explicitly granted Spain this type of authority over governmental relations, diplomacy, trade, and economic activities of indigenous peoples and governments in the New World. Spain and Chile then enforced this power of Discovery against native peoples. Sections III.C and III.D above demonstrate various ways in which indigenous real property rights were alleged to have been limited by Discovery. Here we will examine examples of the type of sovereign and commercial rights which Spanish and Chilean legal regimes assumed indigenous peoples lost due to European discovery.

While both the Spanish Crown and the Pope spoke often and in eloquent language about traveling to the New World solely to convert the natives and for their welfare, most conquistadors and colonial and royal officers had other ideas. As Ferdinand Pizarro told an Incan chief, he had come “to assert his master’s lawful supremacy over [Peru],” and as he told a priest, “I have come to take away from them their gold.” The Crown itself repeatedly demonstrated its overriding interest in ruling the New World and acquiring the economic assets of the indigenous governments and peoples. The Crown directed that Indians were to be persuaded to recognize the “Lordship and Universal Jurisdiction that We have over the Indies” and that they must pay tributes “in order to comply with the responsibilities to which they are obligated.”

The most prominent example of the governmental and commercial powers Spain and Chile assumed they obtained under Discovery was the authority to extract forced labor from native peoples, and to relocate natives to perform these labors. The Crown considered Indians to be its subjects and, as a result, considered itself able to enact laws regulating their existence, relocating them, and ordering them to pay

299. See Bull Inter caetera Divinae, supra note 82, reprinted in Church and State, supra note 72, at 157–58 (translating from the original Latin); see also id. at 158 (“[B]y this our donation . . . we strictly forbid any persons . . . without your special licence . . . to approach, for the purpose of trade or for any other reason, the islands and mainlands found or to be found, already discovered or to be discovered . . . .”).
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tribute, or "mita," through forced labor and cash payments. From the arrival of Valdivia onwards, the colonial government assumed both criminal and civil jurisdiction along with commercial control over the Indians, and it assigned lands and natives to individual Spaniards. Natives were forced to relocate and to work nine months of the year for pay (allegedly) in mines, farms, and at other jobs, to pay the royal tribute, and to give the Spanish fifteen days of free labor a year. Natives were then allowed to work on their own lands for only three months of the year. These provisions were obviously severe limitations on indigenous commercial rights and replaced the governmental rights and powers of indigenous communities with Spanish rule. While Spanish law differentiated between its force labor system and slavery and the encomienda, it is hard to see any actual difference.

In the regions of Chile where the Spanish were powerful enough to take over, the rights of the native peoples and the powers of the indigenous governments were severely restricted. Spanish law, however, did continue to recognize and support some of the sovereign powers of native leaders, or "caciques," and thus the indigenous governments did continue to exercise some of their original authority. For example, Spanish kings decreed that native leaders in Chile and elsewhere would continue in office and exercise their original criminal and civil jurisdiction over many aspects of native affairs. In fact, the Crown authorized the elections of caciques to govern Indian towns, in Chile and elsewhere, and even incorporated some native legal customs into the Spanish laws for the Indies.
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The Araucanians and their governments were also able to maintain almost all of their inherent sovereign powers and commercial rights in the vast area south of the Bio Bio River because they held off the Spanish and Chilean military conquests for over 300 years. In fact, Spain recognized “Indomitable Araucania” as, effectively, a separate country. Spain kept a small standing army on the border, and signed treaties with the Mapuche tribes, under which the indigenous governments agreed to some limitations on their absolute freedom and sovereignty.

By signing treaties with native governments, Spain was explicitly recognizing the sovereign existence and authority of the indigenous governments. In the Treaty of Quilín in 1641, the Araucanian tribes agreed to ally with the Spanish and to resist settlements by other Europeans, but at the same time Spain recognized “the almost complete independence of the Araucanos.” Yet, according to one nineteenth century commentator, through this treaty the Mapuche agreed that they “could live independently as the same Spanish servants of the Spanish crown . . . [and the Spanish] were authorized to peacefully raise and re-populate [their] old colonies and establishments.” A different commentator interpreted this treaty as preserving the Indians’ “absolute independence and liberty without anyone bothering them in their territory nor reduc[ing] them to slavery.” The same commentator agrees that the Araucanians had agreed to accept “as their enemies the enemies of the Spanish, which is to say, that they were not to align themselves with foreigners that may arrive at [their] shores with hostile purposes.” Consequently, the terms of this treaty did limit Mapuche sovereignty to some extent.

In 1852, Chile enacted a law to promote contractual and commercial relations with Indians, yet at the same time the government claimed its superior right to regulate the indigenous peoples and to
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govern the Araucanian province. One historian characterizes the concerns Chile felt about the independent Mapuches this way:

An eminent danger exists that the cities of the South will be invaded by hordes of barbarians and, similarly, that foreign nations could lay claim to the land through an eventual attack. . . . A foreign power could acquire lands in the Araucania and, later, take possession of the territory. . . . Following the norms of International Law, the Araucanos constitute a nation and could enter into contracts, treaties or pacts with another foreign nation.

The foregoing examples seem to establish conclusively that Spain and Chile recognized, but at the same time limited, indigenous sovereignty and commercial rights.

F. Contiguity

Spain and Chile did use the contiguity element of Discovery and claimed lands contiguous to their discoveries and actual settlements in the New World. The Pope, of course, granted Spain this very right over the entire Americas in 1493. That is about as expansive a use of the element of contiguity as can be cited.

Columbus then used the authority and the alleged rights of the Spanish monarchs to claim the lands he encountered in 1492. Similarly, in 1513, when Balboa waded into the Pacific Ocean, he claimed it and all the adjoining lands for Spain. In 1523, the Crown granted Lucas Vásquez de Ayllón a patent (authority) to establish a colony in Florida and to govern 800 leagues of coastline. A law decreed by Philip II in 1573 also reflected contiguity ideals, because he ordered that once newly acquired areas had been populated, the discovery and settlement of the lands bordering the occupied areas could begin.

In Chile, Charles V used the contiguity element when he granted Diego de Almagro the governorship of New Toledo and the ability to exercise jurisdiction over lands in modern day northern Chile that had been colonized by the Spaniards.

---
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Article 1- . . . The territories inhabited by the indigenous peoples will be subject to the authority and regime that, given their special circumstances, is determined by the President of the Republic. . . . Article 3- The President of the Republic is authorized to promulgate the ordinances that he deems convenient . . . for the most efficient protection of the indigenous peoples, to promote their prompt civilization and to arrange contracts and commercial relations with them.
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not yet been discovered or occupied by Spanish explorers which abutted Peru. The King continued to use the contiguity element in Chile when he gave Sancho de Hoz the right to govern all the lands south of the Straits of Magellan, because he appears to have been relying on contiguity to grant the lands surrounding the actual lands Magellan discovered in 1520. Pedro de Valdivia also relied on contiguity when he assumed that Spain held rights to the lands surrounding the Straits. Valdivia had tried to travel to the Straits and establish Spanish occupation, but he reported to the King in 1552 that he got no closer than within about 150 leagues of the Straits. He also sent an expedition to southern Chile in 1544 with the authority to take possession of the country for the King of Spain, and the group claimed the “natives and of all this land and province, and its surroundings,” although they themselves had just stepped ashore.

In 1541, the Assembly of Santiago declared the territory of Chile to include:

>The kingdoms of Nueva Extremadura, which begin in the valley of the Posesión, that in the language of the Indians is Copiapó, with the valley of Coquimbo, Chile and Mapocho, and the provinces of Poromacaes, Rauco and Quiriquino, with the island of Quiriquino that the chief Leochego rules, with all of its other bordering provinces, so that it is of service to S.M.

This statement demonstrates that the Spanish considered their territory to include all of modern-day Chile, including areas that had not yet been occupied by or even seen by Spaniards. In fact, they were also claiming the lands of known Indian chiefs and any lands that were contiguous to the known lands. Furthermore, in 1549, the Assembly recognized that Valdivia was exercising Spanish authority over, and taking assets from, lands which the indigenous peoples occupied, again demonstrating the expansive definition of Spanish and Chilean territory.

The contiguity element is visible in other aspects of Chilean history. In the first chapter of its 1833 Constitution, Chile claimed the lands of the Mapuche peoples as being within its territory, even though Chile had no actual control over or possession of those lands:
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“The territory of Chile extends from the desert of Atacama to the Cape Horns, and from the Andes mountains to the Pacific ocean, including the Archipelago of Chiloé, all the adjacent islands, and those of Juan Fernández.”\textsuperscript{333} Furthermore, the Chilean Minister of the Treasury, Vicente Reyes, in 1868, invoking the Republic’s theory of uninterrupted territoriality, stated that “the Chilean laws should apply to all the inhabitants in the entire territory; in other words not only the indigenous lands are Chilean, but rather those same Indians are Chilean.”\textsuperscript{334} The Congress stated that “our political Constitution determines that the limits of Chile are: on the north from the desert of Atacama, to the east to the Andes mountains, to the south Cape Horn and to the west the Pacific sea. This clearly means that within those limits there can be nobody that does not obey all the laws of Chile.”\textsuperscript{335}

Chile and its citizens also developed a national story that justified their contiguity claims to the Straits of Magellan notwithstanding the Araucanian territory that stood in the way for over three hundred years.\textsuperscript{336} Commentators call this story Chile’s “southern destiny” and its “Magellanic vocation.”\textsuperscript{337} Identical visions of national destinies of territorial expansion were used by other colonial/settler countries such as the United States, where the story is called “Manifest Destiny,” and Argentina, where it is known as the “Conquest of the Desert.”\textsuperscript{338}

G. Terra Nullius

The terra nullius element of Discovery claims that Europeans legally owned any vacant and empty lands that they encountered. Whether this element of Discovery was used by Spain is questionable, because all the areas it claimed under Discovery were occupied by numerous peoples and well-established cultures and governments. As Francisco de Vitoria wrote in the 1530s, “the possessions [in the Indies] were under a master, and therefore they do not come under the head of discovery [of vacant lands].”\textsuperscript{339} Also, in an advisory opinion in
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1975, the International Court of Justice did state, albeit in dicta, that territories inhabited by indigenous peoples who possessed a measure of social and political organization were not *terra nullius*, even if the people were nomadic. Nonetheless, we found several examples of Spain and Chile using *terra nullius* and analogous ideas to claim indigenous lands.

We should note that there are two ways to define *terra nullius*. The first is when a particular area of land was physically empty of human beings, and the second was to consider a land “empty,” even when a region was occupied by a human society, if that society was governed by a form of government that European law did not recognize. Spain and Spanish commentators used both arguments to consider lands in the New World to be “vacant” and available for Discovery claims.

In 1572, a Spanish jurist and adviser to Toledo, the Viceroy of Peru, justified Spain’s title and rule by stating: “The Indies were justly won. By the concession of the [P]ope, or because those kingdoms were found deserted by the Spaniards.” Also, in the 1500s, Viceroy Toledo authorized a treatise to be written to justify Spain’s title in the Indies to the King. Toledo and the treatise considered it “unreasonable and dangerous . . . to attribute to these Incas the true lordship of these kingdoms.” Europeans at the time did not consider native political organizations as governments at all; Toledo’s statement reflected this widely-held view and argued against the Incas’ very existence as a sovereign state.

In 1523, the regulations on colonization in the New World issued by Charles V, and later laws issued that same year, ordered that sites where Spanish cities were to be established “should be vacant and capable of occupation.” One commentator also notes that Spanish settlers had many ways of acquiring lands that became vacant due to the deaths of the Indian owners.

In 1866, Chile expressly applied *terra nullius* principles to Mapuche lands. In the law of December 4, 1866, the government granted the President the power to demarcate Mapuche lands, to grant titles to non-Indian settlers, and to grant titles of mercy to Mapuches. However, any lands that were “non-populated” or that were physically empty of human beings were considered vacant and available for Discovery claims.
were not assigned by the President would be considered unpopulated territories. And, in 1868, the Chilean government applied *terra nullius* again when it wanted to acquire more Mapuche land. The government used language indicating that Chile considered all Mapuche lands to be vacant and available to Chile or, in the alternative, that Chile was claiming to own all lands within Mapuche territories that were vacant. Specifically, the government stated: “The State can enter to advantageously transfer the large stretches of vacant land which exist between the [Malleco River] and the Bío Bío [River] . . . 200,000 square hectares will remain with civilized landowners, 50,000 to the indigenous inhabitants and the rest should be considered empty and therefore property of the State.”

One commentator notes that in the second half of the 1800s, Chile considered the Mapuche lands to the south to be “empty lands” and “practically uninhabited,” and it enacted pro-immigration policies to help fill this “unoccupied territory.” Consequently, while it is alleged that Spain never claimed lands in the New World on the basis of *terra nullius*, it appears that Spain and Chile were aware of this element of Discovery and occasionally relied on it to make legal claims of land ownership.

**H. Christianity**

On the discovery of this immense continent, the great nations of Europe were eager to appropriate to themselves so much of it as they could respectively acquire. . . . [T]he character and religion of its inhabitants afforded an apology for considering them as a people over whom the superior genius of Europe might claim an ascendancy. The potentates of the old world found no difficulty in convincing themselves that they made ample compensation to the inhabitants of the new, by bestowing on them civilization and Christianity. . . .

Little time is needed to prove that Spain and Chile believed their status as Christians made them superior to indigenous peoples. Their Christian status also served to bolster their claim for possession of legal rights over the lands and peoples in the New World. The evidence in support of this conclusion is overwhelming.

When Pope Alexander VI donated the Americas to Spain in 1493, the grant was premised on Spain’s obligation to take Christianity to the New World and convert the heathen savages. The *Requerimiento*, mandated by the Crown to be read by conquistadors to indigenous peoples, announced the intention to convert natives to Catholicism. The Crown repeatedly stressed the obligation of explorers to convert natives and preach the gospel, and it enacted a multitude of regula-

347. Id. at art. 6.
348. Casanueva, supra note 277, at 309–10 (emphasis added) (authors’ translation).
349. Bengoa, Chile Mestizo, supra note 252, at 129, 131.
tions and laws on how to carry out this duty.\textsuperscript{351} Explorers were ordered to “convert the provinces of the Indies,” to take priests with them to teach religion to the natives, and to teach the children “the confession and the Lord’s prayer.”\textsuperscript{352} Additionally, each Indian village was to have a church and priest.\textsuperscript{353} In the royal order granting Diego de Almagro the right to discover modern-day Chile, the King ordered him to take priests and to teach Indians the Catholic faith; Almagro was not to conquer, discover, or settle the territory without the priests present.\textsuperscript{354}

When Pedro de Valdivia established the city of Santiago in 1541, he did so “in honor of the patron saint of Spain.”\textsuperscript{355} Valdivia explained to the Chilean natives that he had come to bring them the one true faith, but no notice was given, ironically, of the other objectives of his expedition:

Having received the surrender of Chief Michimalonco, Valdivia said: Do not think that we have come here for your gold. Our emperor, a great man, has great quantities of treasure . . . . We have come to instruct you on the knowledge of the true God, and liberate you from the devil, whom you idolize. But, because of this, you are to serve us and feed us, and give whatever else we ask for from your lands, . . . and you are to give us sufficient people to take gold from your mines.\textsuperscript{356}

\textsuperscript{351} See, e.g., The Indian Cause, supra note 111, at xvi–xvii (stating that the Crown recognized that religious purposes were the primary reason the 1493 papal bulls granted Spain the Indies), 130 (translating Recopilación, supra note 111, at Book 6, Title 4, Law 15, in which Indians were to pay the costs of missions and religious instruction), 228 (translating Book 6, Title 9, Law 1, in which Spanish encomenderos were required to work for the spiritual welfare of Indians), 325 (translating Book 6, Title 15, Law 1); Spanish Laws, supra note 145, at 35–36 (translating Book 4, Title 7, Law 23), 38, 41–42; Merriman, The Catholic Kings, supra note 56, at 205, 230–31.

\textsuperscript{352} Extraito de un parecer del Doctor Vaquez sobre los repartimientos, encomiendas y aprovechamientos de los indios, in IV Colección de documentos . . . de América y Oceania, supra note 239, at 145; Instrucción para el Gobernador e oficiales, sobre el Gobierno de las Indias, e lo que en ello se debe observar (Mar. 20–29, 1503), in XXXI Colección de documentos . . . de América y Oceania, supra note 239, at 156–57, 160–61 (instructions for Spanish officials concerning the Indies); Real Cédula para que los Capitanes que por mandado de Su Alteza fueren a descubrir Tierra Firme a las Indias, fallando que los dichos canibales non se quieren convertir e estobieren pertinaces e inobidientes, los captiven e traygan a estos Reynos, pagando la parte que pertenesciere a Sus Altezas (Aug. 1503), in XXXI Colección de documentos . . . de América y Oceania, supra note 239, at 196–198 (instructions for Spanish officials concerning the Indies).

\textsuperscript{353} Instrucción para el Gobernador e oficiales, sobre el Gobierno de las Indias, e lo que en ellos se debe observar (Mar. 20–29, 1503), in XXXI Colección de documentos . . . de América y Oceania, supra note 239, at 156–57, 160–61 (instructions for Spanish officials concerning the Indies).

\textsuperscript{354} Amunátegui, La Cuestión, supra note 219, at 26.

\textsuperscript{355} I Diego Barros Arana, Historia General de Chile 179 (2000); see Amunátegui, Compendio, supra note 214, at 26.

\textsuperscript{356} Amunátegui, Los Precursores, supra note 292, at 39.
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In 1563, the Spanish governor of Chile stated that one of the best ways to ensure that the Indians were well treated was “that they recognize the benefits of God Our Father in taking them out of their miserable gentile status, bringing them to our holy Catholic faith and our servitude.”357 Thereafter, Chilean colonization and the conquest of the indigenous peoples continued to emphasize that conversion and the superiority of Christianity partly justified Spanish rights.358

I. Civilization

The Spanish and Chilean colonizers presumed that the superiority of their cultures and civilizations justified their conquests and jurisdiction over infidel and barbarian indigenous peoples. In 1526, for example, a royal ordinance on discoveries ordered conquistadors to inform natives that they had been sent to teach Indians “good customs, to dissuade them from vices,”359 while other laws required teaching Indians to wear clothes and shoes and to be “taught how to be civilized”360 so as to “live in a socially acceptable manner.”361 Other colonizing countries had the same ethnocentric viewpoints and used similar degrading terms in order to convince themselves that native peoples were lower-class humans who needed the paternalistic care and direction of European societies.362

Likewise, the Spanish Crown assumed that its government and civilization was superior to the indigenous cultures of the New World. In 1591, for example, one king wrote that the Indians “seem to have been born only to serve the Spanish.”363 The Spanish conquistadors mirrored this thinking. One stated that “the Indians are servants of nature, incapable of understanding and bad by instinct, a species of beast that could not do other things than beastly things.”364 These

357. Id. at 12.
358. See Pocock, supra note 221, at 28 (Diego de Almagro), 69 (Pedro de Valdivia); The Indian Cause, supra note 111, at 103–04 (translating Book 6, Title 2, Law 14), 110 (translating Book 6, Title 3, Law 4), 260 (translating Book 6, Title 10, Law 20 (Chile)), 348–49 (translating Book 6, Title 16, Law 12, in which Chilean Indians were required to pay to support their religious instructors).
359. Hanke, supra note 97, at 111.
361. Spanish Laws, supra note 145, at 41–42; see also id. at 117–18 (translating Recopilación, supra note 111, at Book 4, Title 7, Law 23); The Indian Cause, supra note 111, at 79 (translating Book 4, Title 1, Law 19), 274–76 (translating Book 4, Title 12, Law 1), 315–16 (translating Book 4, Title 13, Law 21).
364. Id.
ideas reflected the Aristotelian and Spanish idea that certain peoples were of such low status that natural law destined them for slavery.\footnote{See supra notes 108, 126.}

It is evident from the above passages that the Spanish considered indigenous peoples uncivilized and that the Spanish took it upon themselves to reform natives and civilize them. This thinking was identical to that of numerous colonizer/settler societies. The first president of the United States, for example, compared American Indians to animals and called them “Savage as the Wolf” when discussing how Indians would respond to American expansion.\footnote{M ILLER, NATIVE AMERICA, supra note 1, at 28, 39–40, 45, 78.}

Chilean governments and officials also presumed the superiority of their civilization, culture, and laws over those of indigenous peoples. In an 1852 law, the legislature authorized the President to dictate whatever ordinances he deemed necessary to protect the indigenous peoples and “to promote their prompt civilization.”\footnote{See Ley de 2 de julio de 1852 (authors’ translation).} An 1859 editorial in \textit{El Mercurio}—a Chilean newspaper—demonstrates the widespread belief in the inferiority of indigenous societies and cultures. Indeed, the final conquest of the Mapuches was seen as a fight between the Chilean and Mapuche civilizations, a fight between good and evil. Specifically, the newspaper stated:

\begin{quote}
This is the fight that exists since the world is the world; this is the eternal antagonism between good and evil, vice and virtue, knowledge and ignorance; a fight and antagonism both necessary and useful, to bring about humanity by any means necessary, employing those whose strength humanity still ignores.\footnote{Casanueva, supra note 277, at 306 (citation omitted).}
\end{quote}

One Chilean historian has characterized the invasion and expropriation of indigenous lands as being justified by three points, which incorporated the old colonial voices:

\begin{itemize}
\item[(a)] The Indians are members of an inferior race, savage, impossible or very difficult to civilize.
\item[(b)] Chile had to overcome its geographic discontinuity . . .
\item[(c)] The Chilean civilization, white and of European origin and, therefore, superior, together with the Republican order, had to be imposed in the entire national territory.\footnote{Id. at 304–05.}
\end{itemize}

This language reflects the civilization element of Discovery, as well as that of contiguity, because the majority of Chileans could not conceive of an inferior race preventing Chile from overcoming the problem of its “geographic discontinuity.”

According to one commentator, Chile’s most famous historian of the second half of the nineteenth century, Diego Barros Arana, adopted social evolutionist theories and depicted the life of the Chilean Indians as primitive, barbarian societies “with the most degrading
José Bengoa explains that this Chilean consciousness and the perception of natives as lower than humans led easily to policies of “reducciones,” or reservations, and the concentration of indigenous peoples into small areas, as it did similarly in the United States and in other colonizer/settler societies. These actions are not surprising since the influential Chilean cabinet member Antonio Varas, who served from 1850 to 1860, traveled to the United States to study its policies regarding migration, territorial occupation, and dealings with the Indians.

The Chilean government, just like the Spanish Crown, believed it had a duty to civilize indigenous peoples. In 1873, the government stated:

> It is the obligation of the State for the furtherance and civilization of the Araucanians as the most efficient system to convert them to useful citizens of the Republic and to finalize their pacification and to submit them to the laws and constituted authorities. Having considered that the establishment of a colony of Indians, a population within a limited territory, can serve fruitfully the purposes above where with the land they can be obedient to their domestic ways and the development of their societal habits.

Thus, through legislation, the Chilean government forced integration on Indians in order to civilize them by placing them on reducciones, granting Mapuche Indians titles of mercy, and forcing state-run agrarian reforms. These measures reflect the same kinds of ideas and tactics that other settler/societies pursued.

As late as 1972, the Chilean government was still pursuing ideas of integrating the Mapuche Indians and other indigenous peoples into Chilean culture and society. A law enacted on September 15, 1972, established the Institute of Indigenous Development in order to “promote the social, economic, educational, and cultural development of the indigenous peoples and to procure their integration into the na-

---


373. Decreto de 29 de octubre de 1873.

374. See Bengoa, *Chile Mestizo*, supra note 252, at 131; *supra* note 372 and accompanying text.
tional community, considering its idiosyncrasy and respecting their customs.375

Thus, there is no question that Spain and Chile attempted to justify their territorial and sovereign claims in Chile through the Discovery element of civilization and the presumption their civilizations and cultures were superior.

J. Conquest

We define this element in two ways. First, throughout human history, an actual physical conquest in warfare acquired many rights and powers for the conqueror.376 The Spanish Crown and the Republic of Chile exercised these powers after engaging in war against the indigenous peoples in the territory that is now modern-day Chile. Second, pursuant to the Doctrine, the mere arrival of Europeans in the territories of indigenous peoples was considered to be similar to a physical conquest. This is because a “first discovery” was presumed to grant European countries the Discovery rights that we have discussed above.377 Spain claimed these same rights based upon its first discovery and actual conquest based on the principle of just war.378

Spain presumed, by its arrival in the New World, that it had automatically acquired rights of conquest and that indigenous peoples should immediately submit to Spanish sovereignty and religion. The Requerimiento was designed to explain this requirement to natives, to give them a few minutes to consider pledging allegiance to the Spanish government and religion, and then to authorize Spanish attacks if natives resisted this exercise of Spanish authority.379 However, very few natives, if any, simply allowed the Spanish to march in and take over, and, as a result, Spain fought many wars to conquer territories and peoples in the New World and elsewhere.380 The Crown authorized its explorers from the Canary Islands and beyond to “conquer, pacify, and people the region[s].”381

376. Miller, Native America, supra note 1, at 4–5.
377. Id. at 5.
378. See supra notes 32, 67, 125, 104, 116, 140–43, 158, 181, 188 and accompanying text; supra sections III.A and III.B; Spanish Laws, supra note 145, at 35–36, 117–18 (translating Recopilación, supra note 111, at Book 4, Title 7, Law 23); The Indian Cause, supra note 111, at xiv–xv, 13 (translating Book 1, Title 1, Law 4), 41 (translating Book 3, Title 4, Laws 8–10). Other countries, including the United States, borrowed the Spanish idea of just war to justify their conquests of indigenous peoples. See, e.g., Miller, Native America, supra note 1, at 36, 42, 46, 64.
379. See supra notes 140–43 and accompanying text.
380. See, e.g., infra notes 382–84 and accompanying text.
381. Merriman, The Emperor, supra note 85, at 529.
When Pedro de Valdivia arrived in Chile in 1540 he stated he had been ordered to “conquer and populate [Chile].”  

Spain explicitly applied just war principles many times in Chile. Dominican apparently urged various governors to read the Requerimiento to the Mapuche Indians and to wage war against them, not cruelly or barbarously, but with humanity and justice, so as to bring “them to the dominion of the king by peaceful methods, by good treatment and by teaching them the principles of Christianity.”  

The Mapuches were so successful in their war with Spain, however, that they came to be considered not as naive native opponents, but as rebellious apostates, which justified war and their enslavement—allegedly more extreme than the regular encomiendas—due to their resistance to royal dominion.  

The Viceroy of Peru asked for religious advice about his rights and duties under just war principles against the Araucanians, since they had rejected his authority and allegedly left the Christian faith.  

In 1599, Chilean governor Alonso de Ribera thought he was permitted to enslave the Indians due to their rebellion, and an Augustinian, Juan de Vascones, sent a petition to the court and Council of the Indies giving nine reasons for waging

---

382. Carta de don Pedro de Valdivia a S.M. Cárlos V, dándole noticia de la conquista de Chile, de sus trabajos y del estado en que se hallaba la colonia, in CARTAS DE PEDRO DE VALDIVIA, supra note 228, reprinted in I COLECCION DE HISTORIADORES supra note 228, at 1.  
383. See, e.g., Bengoa, Chile Mestizo, supra note 252, at 119–21; AMUNATEGUI, LOS PRECURSORES, supra note 292, at 77, 84, 260–61.  
385. Casanueva, supra note 277, at 307, 309 (citation omitted); see JOSE AYLWIN, LAND POLICY AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IN CHILE: PROGRESS AND CONTRADICTIONS IN A CONTEXT OF ECONOMIC GLOBALIZATION 5–6 (2006).  
386. Hanke, supra note 97, at 137 (citation omitted).  
just war against the Araucanians.\textsuperscript{389} On May 26, 1608, King Philip III issued a new law for Chile which granted permission to enslave all Indian males at least ten and a half years old and all Indian females at least nine and a half years old.\textsuperscript{390} The King stated that Spain had tried all peaceful means to reduce the Indians to the Church and to obedience to the Crown “and they have failed miserably in taking advantage of these offerings, and have repeatedly broken the peace,” and “[f]or these reasons they deserved to be given as slaves.”\textsuperscript{391} In 1609, Pope Paul V also authorized war against the Mapuches.\textsuperscript{392}

Spanish explorers also applied the second meaning of the conquest element of Discovery in Chile because they considered that their mere discovery of the lands and their arrival therein was similar to a conquest, and this justified appropriating lands, assets, and the forced labor of Indians and establishing cities and expanding their borders.\textsuperscript{393} Thus, there is no question that Spain and Chile utilized the conquest element of Discovery and claimed the legal rights that it allegedly granted to European conquerors.

K. Rapa Nui (Easter Island)

Chile’s acquisition and exercise of sovereignty over Rapa Nui—otherwise known as Easter Island—reflects its use of several of the elements of Discovery. We will only briefly review this history here and will focus on Chile’s use of international law.

1. The Pre-Chilean Era

It is unclear where the native inhabitants of Rapa Nui originated, but substantial evidence demonstrates that they governed their island for centuries with a strong hierarchical society.\textsuperscript{394} Beginning in the

\textsuperscript{389} Id. at 139.
\textsuperscript{390} Id.
\textsuperscript{391} THE INDIAN CAUSE, supra note 111, at 103 (translating Book 6, Title 2, Law 14).
\textsuperscript{392} CHILE: A COUNTRY STUDY, supra note 206, at xv.
\textsuperscript{393} See, e.g., Pocock, supra note 221, at 16, 28 (Diego de Almagro), 69 (Pedro de Valdivia); accord SPANISH LAWS, supra note 145, at 155 (translating Recopilación, supra note 111, at Book 4, Title 12, Law 1).
\textsuperscript{394} See COMISIÓN VERDAD HISTÓRICA Y NUEVO TRATO, EL PUEBLO RAPA NUI, in I INFORME COMISION VERDAD HISTORICA Y NUEVO TRATO 277–78 (2003) [hereinafter INFORME]. This political body’s title in English would be the “Historical Truth and New Treaty Commission.” The Commission was appointed by the Chilean government, by presidential decree in 2001, to research and make recommendations to the government of Chile regarding indigenous affairs. See generally Decreto Comisión, in I INFORME, supra. Chaired by Patricio Alwyin, the ex-president of Chile, the Commission was comprised of lawyers, politicians, historians, experts, and members of Chile’s indigenous groups who conducted historical and legal research. Id. The Commission’s official final report, issued in August of 2003, consists of several individual reports, including reports dealing specifically with the Rapa Nui of Easter Island, the Report of the Group of Ancient Rapa Nui,
late 1600s, the island was invaded by several waves of foreigners, including the Spanish, Dutch, Peruvian, and French. 395 It was not until 1888, however, that the island was formally annexed by Chile. 396

Although no original written records remain, it is generally agreed that the first European who set foot on the island was a British captain in 1687. 397 It appears, however, that the Spanish were the first to actually “claim” the island and did so in 1770. 398 As discussed previously, this was an example of claiming ownership by first discovery alone. In November of 1770, Captain Don Felipe González was the first known Spaniard to set foot upon Easter Island. 399 King Carlos III of Spain commanded the Viceroy of Peru to undertake this expedition and to locate the island sighted by the British in 1687. 400 The King’s order “included a warrant for taking possession of the country in the King’s name.” 401

The Spanish expedition documented its actual possession of the island and used the same ceremonies of possession that European countries had long utilized:

On the crosses being planted on their respective hilltops the Spanish ensign was hoisted, and the troops being brought to ‘Attention!’ under arms, D Joseph Bustillo, junior Captain, took possession of the island of San Carlos with the accustomed ceremonies in the name of the King of Spain . . . this day, the 20th of November 1770. The procedure was duly witnessed with the proper formalities; and for the greater confirmation of so serious an act some of the natives present signed or attested the official document by marking upon it certain characters in their own form of script. Then we cheered the king seven
times, next to which followed a triple volley of musketry from the whole party, and, lastly, our ships saluted with 21 guns.  

2. Chile’s Annexation of Rapa Nui

Rapa Nui was often visited by European ships and Peruvian slavers over the next century, and non-natives acquired much of the land on the island. In the 1880s, Chilean sea captain Policarpo Toro Hurtado began to promote the idea of the Chilean government taking possession of the island.

In September 1887, Chile’s Minister of Hacienda and President Balmaceda issued a decree authorizing a sale between Chile and the non-native landholders on the island and for Captain Toro Hurtado to take possession in the name of Chile. Toro Hurtado also received ecclesiastical authorization from the Tahitian archdiocese as well as formal written assurances from French authorities in Tahiti that France had no intention of colonizing the island. On September 9, 1888, Toro Hurtado, representing the Chilean government, signed a deed of cession, “un acuerdo de voluntades,” with Ariki Atamu Takena, acting for the council of chiefs of the Rapa Nui. In the official proclamation that Toro Hurtado signed with the Rapa Nui and the non-native landholders, Chile accepted “the cessation entirely, completely and without reservation the Sovereignty of Easter Island, the cessation that we have affected with the chiefs of this Island for the Government of Chile.”

402. Id. at 104 (translation of ship captain’s log) (footnote omitted); see also Lloyd’s Evening Post and British Chronicle, No. 2249, 529 (Nov. 29–Dec. 2), reprinted in The Voyage of Captain Don Felipe González, supra note 399, at xlvii (“After visiting David Island, the Commandant took possession of it in the name of the King of Spain, with all the military formalities that tend to command respect from his new subjects. A cross was immediately erected to perpetuate the memory of that event and the island was named Saint Charles.”).


405. Id. at 31; Informe del Grupo de Trabajo Legislación e Institucionalidad, in III Informe, supra note 396, at 74.


407. Vergara, supra note 395, at 31 (citation omitted).

408. The text of this agreement, or acuerdo, was written in Spanish on one side and on the other in ancient Rapa Nui and Tahitian. The Spanish text does not make any reference to the ownership of property, but only references the supreme authority of Chile and that the Rapa Nui gave up the land forever and without right (“ceder para siempre y sin reserva”). It also specified that the Rapa Nui chiefs reserved the titles that were invested in them. The Rapa Nui/Tahitian text, however, differs somewhat from the Spanish version. Although the Spanish text talks about the cessation of rights to the land, the Rapa Nui uses the concept of “friend of the place.” Various interpretations of the Rapa Nui indicate that they granted super-
Chile ordered its Subinspector of Colonization to leave two Chilean families to colonize the island. Captain Toro Hurtado then went to the island to take possession for Chile. Toro Hurtado noted that the natives did not appear to have any private or permanent rights to property. The newspapers reported on “the occupation of the Isla de Pascua” and that “the taking of possession of this island took place the 9th on the present (day) with the formalities and ceremonies in the style of these cases. To certify this they performed a short act in Spanish and pascuense, or what they call the language of the naturals.”

The Chilean government then immediately entered into an exclusive agreement with Captain Toro Hurtado and his brother wherein they rented nearly the entire island for sheep farming from 1888 to 1892. In 1892, the Toro brothers sold their interests to another private party, and the natives were relegated to a small section of the island. This agreement, which was a formal governmental directive, provided that the private party who received the rights over the land had to maintain at least three Chilean families on the island at his expense “as a base of colonization.” Within a year, Chile had also established a naval base on the island.

In 1916, humiliated by publicity over the exploitation of the island’s natives, the Chilean government nullified the private contract,
and in 1917, it appointed a commission to look into the abuses.\footnote{417} That same year, Chile enacted a law placing the governance of Easter Island under the direction and authority of the Maritime Department of Valparaiso.\footnote{418} This law delegated approximately 2000 acres of land to the Rapa Nui people for their use, but it did not confer any other rights upon them.\footnote{419}

The island remained under the Maritime Department’s authority until 1933 when Easter Island was placed under the dominion of the Chilean Treasury.\footnote{420} Another government-appointed commission recommended that the ownership of the Rapa Nui properties be registered in the name of the Treasurer of Chile because of the “absence of evidence of written ownership over said territories.”\footnote{421} On November 11, 1933, Chile enacted a law clearly based on the Discovery idea of \textit{terra nullius}: it stated that “all lands within the territorial limits which do[\textit{\textit{not belong}} to any other owner are assets of the state.”\footnote{422}

Victor Vergara, a prominent lawyer, historian, and the secretary of the 1933 Commission on Easter Island, claimed that Chile rigorously adhered to the elements of international law and legitimately occupied the island:

\begin{quote}
The Government of Chile took possession of Easter Island using the best methods to acquire dominion and sovereignty: the occupation, which was verified with rigorous observance to the precepts of international law. Occupation is, in general terms, the act for which a state takes possession of a territory or a part of that territory, with the \textit{intention} of annexing it to its sovereignty.\footnote{423}
\end{quote}

Vergara also argued that the doctrine of “\textit{res nullius},” or \textit{terra nullius}, applied to Chile’s annexation of Rapa Nui, and he cited that international legal principle as it had been understood by the Conference of Berlin in 1885 when European nations convened to partition Africa using that same doctrine.\footnote{424} He concluded that Chile could justifiably consider Rapa Nui empty because the natives of the island were “a small group of people decimated by epidemics and leprosy, persecuted and exploited by pirates and private occupants.”\footnote{425} Vergara concluded that Chile had abided by the concept of “\textit{animus domini}”—the intent to establish permanent sovereignty over Easter Island—when it took actual possession of the island, signed documents, and raised its flag.\footnote{426}

\begin{footnotes}
418. \textit{Id.} at 50–52 (citation omitted).
420. \textit{Vergara, supra} note 395, at 50.
422. \textit{Id.} (citing \textit{CÓD. CIV. ART. 590})
423. \textit{Vergara, supra} note 395, at 33.
424. \textit{Id.}
425. \textit{Id.}
426. \textit{See id.} at 36.
\end{footnotes}
The Chilean government began seriously exercising sovereignty over the island in 1936 when the Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces issued a decree entitled “Internal Rules of Life and Work on the Island.”427 This decree prescribed the social, moral, educational, and family life of the island’s inhabitants.428 The decree did not, however, extend to the islanders the rights enjoyed by Chileans under their Constitution.429 Islanders were subjected to the mercies of martial law, did not have the right to vote or other political rights, and did not have the right to file lawsuits or enjoy the same constitutional criminal rights as other Chileans.430 In addition, similar to the encomienda and the fifteenth and sixteenth century Spanish laws imposed on Chilean Indians, the Rapa Nui were not free to travel as they pleased, and they were required to work for free on Mondays for the Chilean Treasury.431

In 1953, the governance of the Island was turned over to the Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces.432 The Island stayed under this jurisdiction until 1965–66 when the government enacted the Isla de Pascua (Easter Island) Law, created the Department of Easter Island, and gave the native Easter Islanders Chilean citizenship and the right to vote.433

The Rapa Nui, Easter Island history of Chile is a stark example of the Chilean government exercising the powers and elements of the Doctrine of Discovery to acquire and rule native lands.

IV. CONCLUSION

In our opinion, the evidence presented above demonstrates that there is no question that Spain and Chile used the international law of Discovery as a basis for their claims to the New World and the lands and rights of the indigenous peoples of modern-day Chile. Both countries utilized the elements of Discovery set out above, but like all colonizer/settler societies, they applied some a bit differently or used a slightly different definition of one element or another to deal with the specific situations they encountered. It is clear, however, that Spain and Chile relied on international law to claim the lands and assets of the indigenous peoples who lived in, and still live in, the lands encompassed by Chile today.

427. Id. at 50.
428. Id.
429. Id.
430. Id.
431. Fuenzalida, supra note 416, at 421; see supra notes 133, 306–08 and accompanying text.
432. Fuenzalida, supra note 416, at 421.
433. Ley 16.411 de 3 de enero de 1966, DIARIO OFICIAL [D.O.]; Fuenzalida, supra note 416, at 422.
The reason we have engaged in this research and written this Article is twofold. First, we wanted to investigate whether Chile was acquired and conquered by Spain using the Doctrine of Discovery and whether Chilean governments also used the Doctrine. As already stated, we conclude that Discovery was the legal basis and the justification for Spain’s and Chile’s domination of Chile’s indigenous peoples and acquisition of their lands and assets.

Second, if the Doctrine was behind the colonization and European settlement of Chile, we wanted to contribute to the already substantial body of work by Chilean lawyers and historians and to disseminate that information so that the Chilean government, courts, and citizens, including the indigenous peoples of Chile, can better understand their own colonial and legal histories. As one commentator has stated:

Law in a society can only be explained by its history, often its ancient history and frequently its contacts with foreign legal history. . . . Law operates, or should operate, on the basis of social reality, but it is the product of human imagination. Often reality and imagination do not mesh.434

We hope that our examination of the legal history of Chile has given some perspective to how the history of many countries, including Chile, is deeply intertwined with the Doctrine of Discovery. If people understand that the European acquisition of Chile was founded on feudal, religious, racial, and ethnocentric justifications, then everyone is better equipped to work through the issues that still face Chile and all settler societies. These modern-day issues include relations with indigenous peoples, the laws that affect indigenous peoples, and working toward a just resolution of long-standing issues. Any attempt to heal old wounds, redress past wrongs, and to create a more positive and equal future for all Chileans must begin with the truthful recognition both of Chile’s history and of the development of its legal regimes. From there, it must proceed with serious efforts to eradicate the vestiges of the Doctrine of Discovery from Chilean law and society.

434. Alan Watson, Legal Culture v Legal Tradition, in Epistemology and Methodology of Comparative Law 1, 1 (Mark Van Hoeck ed., 2004).